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ABSTRACT 

Pension immunisation provides an attractive option to the trustees of retirement benefit 

schemes as it provides them with a tool to control their financial risk as well as allows 

trustees to target a given value of assets at the end of the investment horizon. An 

immunisation strategy allows the trustees the peace of mind that they have locked in interest 

rates hence maximising returns in a volatile market as well as providing them with the 

flexibility to take advantage of market movements .. 

Immunisation has been applied successfully in America and Europe in the late 1970s and is 

currently being considered in South Africa_ This study therefore sought to determine whether 

the framework to suppon pension immunjsarion exists in Kenya and the potential challenges 

trustees would face if they were to adopt the strategy in Kenya. 

This stud~ shows that <o a large e:aem the framework to suppon immunisation exists in 

Kenya smce fund managers and actuarial consultants estimate the present values of the 

investment assets and present values of the liabilities of reuremem schemes. The study 

reveals a number of pctential challenges that v.-ould need to be addressed prior to the 

implementation of the strategy. which ;nc!ude :be lack of depth !n the Kenyan capital market. 

turbulent economic fundamentals. extem of under-funding of many renrement benetir 

schemes m the country as well as the limited actuarial consultmg role prescribed m existing 

legJslauon_ The stud)' funher reveats <hat fund managers and actuarial consultants work 

independently and only consult on rare occasions. This calls for changes in policy to 

establish a formalised link between the fund managers and the actuarial consultants on an on

going basis tor successfully implementation oi i>ension immumsarion. 

From the tindings ofthe study, it is recommended that further studies be carried out mto the 

trustees appreciation of the concepts of immunisation. Separate studies on the potential 

challenges identified in this study with a view of recommending possible so lutions to them 

for an immunisation strategy is to be deemed viable by the trustees may also be carried out as 

an extension to this srudy. 
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CHAPTER ONE: I TRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The term immunisation IS usually used in medical science to refer to the process by which 

medicine (vaccme) 1s grven to a person (or organism) in advance to help the body (or organ) 

protect itself or butld immumty against a given disease In investment terms. Fabozzi ( 1993) 

aefines immunisation as ihe ;ocking up of a fixed rate oi interest over a pre-;;peciried time 

horizon. Fabozzi (i 903 ana R;!dingrcn (1 05::' fur.her 0bs~rve that immunisation involves 

imesrment of assets in such a way that the existing busmess is immune (protected) from a 

general change in rate of interest It may be :nfered from ·he ;necica! de~cription and the 

jerinitivns b~ Fabozzi that immu::isa::or. refers to ~xe::tptm::: r ;ror~c:ing the .tsse: ponfoiio 

from interest rates mc-..e:r:ems :o ~:::::~re :~e ::;cr:tciic ~:...,es 1 ".5t.aranteed' rerum or cre

sce.:it!ed value at the era or' me -r-;-e ·~cr.zor. 

F:!oozzi ( 1993 ). Fissler ai'ld Weil 'o- · 0c:sc:-. ~ : :~ 1 ;;or::ci=c i .. ::~ e!:s s ~mmunised ror a 

1oirii:1g penod (inve:;tmer.r hOf'.iCr. f i1s 1!Le a! ·.1e -:;.a ·i · :e ~.o,amg pcrioQ must ~e u 

least as lar~e as it wculd have cee:1 .1aci :merest :ares oee:1 .:ans:am fthe 1ealis<!d remrn on 

~:-:e ir.v~stmem in ocncs ts sure :o :e lt e~-. lS :ar ~<! lS .. ll:orocnate!~ .;omcuted yieic to 

~cr1zon. the:1 the inv<!st:ne:n · s :nrr.unisec T.1is i:nciies :hat to · mr.unise 'l porablio ·he 

•att.:e ,f the ~.t.ss~ts lt ·he ~nc ur' :.1c :[~'-'~•:nem ;e:-=c\.! mu:-.i :\..:eed tl&e v~lue n· :.1e 

:mmumseci pon:olio or liaoiiitie-= 

immunisation has been used as :1 bone pcr:tolio :~:-tnique in \;r.erica and Europe in the late 

10.-ns and the use or'this techniGl!e i:' .:ur.entlv being :vnsiciereri in S('Uth -\tTica although its 

application is still limited(. ndre• ... s 1nd \lichae!. 1 co-. Affleck-Graves. 2t:O~) . The concept 

of immumsation was de• e!opec \\ith the imemicn or' cc\.:n; up interest rates oi bond 

porrtolios over a pre-speca-:ea ;;ericc oi ume •har is bend immunisation. The application of 

thJs concept has been extended to many J.fe3S where JSset iabiltty matdung is desired 

including ~he retirement ~enetits industr:' R~ingten. 'a::: 



Pension immunisation is therefore an approach to creating an immunised portfolio of assets 

to satisfy the funding requirements of a pension scheme. The funding requirements of a 

pension scheme arise out of its liabilities which usually consist of multiple benefit and 

expenses, if any payments. For pension schemes, the pension immunisation strategy may be 

viewed as an alternative to investing in guaranteed investment schemes because both 

investment options lock in the prevailing interest rates over a fixed planning horizon In 

Kenya, guaranteed investment schemes are provided mainly by insurance companies under 

their deposit administration class of business. The Retirement Benefit Authonty recognises 

these guaranteed investment schemes as an available asset class for retirement fund with a 

max1mum allowable investment of 100°~ of the individual scheme ponfolio (RBA -\ct, 

1997) 

The main distinction between the two arises from the :act that the trustees or investor can 

acti\el\ manage their investment portfolio with an immunised portfolio while m a deposit 

admimstration scheme ;.he investor has no lSSet allccaticn cho1ce. This allows the mvestar 

with an immunised portfolio to take advantage of market opportunities and rebalance the 

portfolio to ensure the initial objec1ive of :ccXing ?re• atiing interest rates is stJil 'llet 'Jut with 

less opporrunitv cost than that provided b~ the deposit administration scheme 

The deposn administration scneme although ~onsidered an investment option is provided as 

an msurance policy thus is not marketable In addition. the insunnce company may put in 

place certain restrictions on the movement in and out of the product. In Kenya. there are very 

hefty penalties for withdrawal of funds from a deposit administration policy before five years. 

T:1is tymg up and lack of marketability of guaranteed investment schemes are a big 

disadvantage when compared to the immunised portfolio 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

Kenya as a developing country needs to learn from other countries ways of spurring 

economic growth. One of these ways is through management of available resources 

including retirement funds to ensure continued growth. lmmunisation is one way of ensunng 

that these resources (retirement funds/assets) are growing at the same pace or even greater 

than the underlying liabilities. 

2 



The key objective of pension immunisation as a portfolio management strategy is to optimise 

the returns on retirement funds without taking on undue risks. The retirement benefits sector 

in Kenya currently comprises of over 1.400 registered schemes and assets that amount to 

approximately KShs 140bn, which represents over 21°{, of the country's GDP 

(RBA Newsletter, 2002) 

The reinvestment of these resources in the economy would promote economic growth and in 

particular promote growth of the capital market to respond to growing investment demands. 

In Singapore. for example. the retirement funds ~ere used as collateral for a housing project. 

which aimed to provide housing for all c!tize:1s. and this lead to development of mortgage 

backed products (Biask)'. 2004). 

Renrement schemes in ·<~n~ a ,,vcuta Je ~oie :o .:;e~e!it if :he·' ~.;ere able to match thetr assets 

and liabiliues as thts wculd enaole the sc!lemes ro e:,·umate the required cash t1ows for 

rneenng ~he pensiOn liabilities in term or· ;:;eneii1s and exoenses ::tS and vhen they fall due 

This study ts theretore a sup;e; to ~~~rmi::e ~ne existenc:! of the frame·.,ork fer 

tmmun1sation of retiremenr schemes Jnd :he "Jote~u:al challenges trustees would face if they 

'Aere to immunise thetr portfolio. 

1.3 Objectives 

To deterrnme ,.vhether retiremem schemes estimate rhe maturity value of their 

assets and liabiliues: 

To deterrnme whether retirement schemes estimate rhe present value of their 

assets and tiabaliues. 

3 To identify the challenges associated with portfolio immunisation of retirement 

schemes m Kenya. 

·~. 
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1.4 Importance of the study 

1.4.1 Retirement schemes 

Immunisation provides retirement schemes in Kenya with an alternative means to portfolio 

management Pension immunisation is a hybrid portfolio management strategy, which has 

proved effective in America, Europe and South Africa (Affleck-Graves. 2002) The 

adequacy and security of retirement benefits is a huge concern to the residents of a country 

who seek reassurance that their sunset years will be secure as well as the government in tenns 

of its social responsibility to its citizens. 

1A.2 Trustees of retirement schemes 

All renrement benefits schemes are subject to Trust Laws. which require chemes to be 

established uncer the control of a trustee who acts in the best interest or the beneticiaries. 

The trustees have control over the trust property and this inc.udes any assets held by the 

scheme RBA Re:JUlations. ::com Trustees are rhererore required at all times to mue sound 

and prudent imestmem decisions on behalf of the scheme. 

Fabozzi ( 199.3) presents immumsation as a structured portfolio strategy for liability funding. 

He :;hows that the objecnve of :my 3trucrureo ponfolio strategy ·s ro design a portfolio rhat 

wt!l achieve the performance of some predetermined benchmark. which may be a single 

liability. or multiple liabilities. Pension immunisation therefore provides an attractive option 

to trustees of pension schemes as !t provides them with a tool to control thetr ti nancial risk as 

well as allows trustees co target a given value of assets at the end of the investment honzon 

ln particular, a pension immunisation strategy allows the trustees the peace of mind that they 

have locked tn interest rates hence maximising returns in a volatile market lf invested in 

marketable assets such as bonds, the immunisation strategy also allows rhe trustees to take 

advantage of market opportunities to increase the value of their assets wtthout losing sight of 

the immunisation objectives. 



1.4.3 fund managen and actuarial consultants 

Successful immunisation relies o n the fund managers and actuarial consultants' interaction 

with the trustees as well as amongst themselves. As an asset liability matching strategy the 

fund managers need to consult with the actuarial consultants to develop an understanding of 

the expected liability profile of the retirement scheme. On the other hand, the actuarial 

consultants need to consult with the fund manager when developing their actuarial bases and 

assumptions during the actuarial valuations of the retirement schemes. 

Since the final responsibility o f the investment decisions lies with the trustees, they need to 

understand the investment proposals made by the fund managers and ensure that the 

proposals are in line with their investment objectives which should take the liability profile as 

determined by the actuanal consultant into consideration. 

IAA Retirement Benefits Authority 

The primary objecti~e of the Retire:nem Be:-~er:rs .-\mhcrt:' as the regulator or' re!irement 

benefits schemes in Kenva is to sar"eguaro members· bener1ts Tlle trustees or rettremem 

benetlts schemes have t'-"O fundamental obligations to members in managing thetr retirement 

benefit schemes . or trust assets). 1:1e tirst one oeing •o eru;ure sur"fictent J.Ssets are available 

to meet the liab1iities as they fall due; and 5e{;ondly "lO maxtmJse the return on funds 5UbJect 

to an acceptable degree of risk. Immunisation provides -he trustees vmh a porrtblio 

management strategy by which to ensure that they are able •o meet :heir obligations to 

members and in so aomg ensure that 11embers benefits are saie as iequtrea by the resrularor 

._ 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Portfolio management 

Ponfolio management pro'iides the framework against which investments are made It is an 

integral pan of any investment. The investment or portfolio management process focuses on 

three key areas, setting objectives and policy, portfolio analysis and asset analysis, which are 

discussed broadly below. 

2.1.1 Setting objectives and policy 

The objectives of any portfolio management strategy are to achieve the goals set by the 

investor. These goals may take the form of specific return requirements for an acceptable 

risk tolerance level. The goals therefore need to be measured or evaluated against a 

predetermined benchmar~. The general objective for trust~s of retirement benefit schemes 

is to maximise returns o n financial resources without exceeding their acceptable level of risk 

(Fabozzi. 190.3 J 

The investment policy pro" 'des .1 scund ;nsritunonal framewon Jg::unst which in vestment 

decisions are made Graham ~~000) obser•es that to invest successfully over a Iifet1me does 

not require a s•rato:mher·c IQ, Jnusual ::msiness :nsigms. c r ms:de nformation. W1at s 

needd is a sound mtellectual :Tamework 7or :naking decis1ons and the ability to keep 

emotions from corroding that iTame•A<ork The long-term ;Jerspective to investments is 

necessarv tor retirement benerit schemes wnose pension obligauons (or liabiliuesl are long 

term in nature. This has to be considered in ;>repanng an investment policv statement tor a 

pension scheme 

Preparatio n of a wnnen mvestment policy statement is a legal reqUirement for all registered 

retirement benetit schemes under the Retirement Benefits Rules and Regulations (RBA 

Regulations. 2000) The key decisions the investor or trustees need to make when preparing 

an mYestment poii ~y statement mclude the strategic and tactical asset allocation, actual stack. 

selection criteria and the investment style preference for fund managers. The level of 

tnvolvement of · he mvestor m each of these areas vary (Fabozzi, 19Q3) 
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Strategic asset aUocation focuses on the long-term apportionment of assets in the various 

asset classes. The available asset classes in Kenya include: equity, treasury bonds and bills, 

commercial paper, cash and bank deposits, corporate bonds and unit trusts Derivatives are 

currently not traded in Kenya's financial markets (Blasky, 2004). The strategic asset 

allocation decision depends on the liability profile of the scheme and the acceptable level of 

risk the trustees (and members) are willing to accept. Any constraints facing the investors 

(trustees or members) should be taken into account when making these decisions. The level 

of investor (trustees or members) involvement is very high (Fabozzi, 1993). 

The second decision trustees need to take in preparing their investment policy statement is the 

tactical asset allocation decision. Fabozzi ( 1993) indicates that tactical asset allocation reters 

to the acceptable range of variance between actual asset allocation and strategic asset 

allocation. It allows for shon-term movements from the desired strategic allocation to take 

advantage of relauve price movements. Trus is the acceptable variance range determmed by 

the trustees with input from ·he fund manager and the fund actuary (Biask· 2004). 

The trustees· decision with regard to 5tock selection foc;Jses on the allocation o f investments 

with the specific asset group. tor example. <Nhich ~hares LO bu~'? Research has shown that 

90°1o of the variation in investment returns is achieved from the ::>trategic asset allocation and 

not the stock selection dec1s1ons (Blasi\.')', 200-t). Hence, the 1evel of trustee mvolvement m 

this decision shoul<l be limnea and at best zero lS :t ::teas very .inle ialue ro ,he overall return 

(Asset Consultants, 2004). In addition. as Btasky CC04) obser;es it is ·he portfolio manager 

not the trustees with the expert knowledge on the charactenstics of ditTerent investments 

v.ithin the main asset classes For example. the portfolio manager 1s bener placed to advise 

on whether funds should be mvested in Barclays Bank shares or Ath1 R1ver \ lining Shares 

The fourth and final decision the trustees need :o take :s with respect to the mvestmem style 

of the fund manager This decision aims to deal with the quest1ons regarding the in-house 

management policy of the appointed fund manager There are two main investments styles 

that may be adopted. These are: top-down' or ·bottom-up· investment styles (Fabozzi, 

1993 ).. This should be considered during the selection of the portfolio manager as it is part 

of the corporate culture of the portfolio manager and not an aspect a portfolio manager will 

vary to suit needs of one client. 
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2.1.2 Portfolio analysis 

This is an activity performed by the portfolio manager to determine the optimaVefficient 

portfolio for a given investment. The efficient portfolio is one which gives the investor the 

greatest expected return for a given or acceptable level of risk (Biasky, 2004). The challenge 

therefore for trustees is to check whether the portfolio manager has adequate infonnatiOI\ 

expertise and investment software which allows them to determine the efficient portfolio 

It is important to appreciate for a long time in Kenya. portfolio management was the domain 

of stockbrokers and dealers. The stockbrokers were predominantly bank employees who had 

previous exposure or a personal interest and not necessarily expert training on portfolio 

management As a result majority of the investment decisions were not based on sound 

investment practices but behavioral practices (Blasky. ~004). 

One of the greatest chailenges facing the capital market in Kenya is determination of the 

etlicient porttolio. Porttolio theory shows the efficient portfolio is located on ·he security 

market line and hence depends on the ~-fac•cr . Cur.entlv in K~nya. there is no market 

determmed ~-factor of the capital market and hence none for the investments/assets in the 

market. 

Progress has been made oy Caoital \tar.~e~s \urhori£\. . ~a1robi Stock Exchange. Ct!ntral 

Bank of Kenya and other players ;n the industry ro develop a market yield curve to ~e u:>ed as 

a bas1s tor asset valuation Once this IS finalised. the development of a market beta wtll be a 

realny. Currently, most portfol io managers and stockbrokers use their own in-11ouse '"eld 

curves but these are not accepted by all players due to the underlying biases of the authonng 

house This makes portfolio analysis in Kenya a very difficult and at times subjective 

exercise. 

2.1.3 Asset analysis 

Thts n(\w focuses on the individual investments that constitute the optimal pontolio It is also 

the domain of the portfolio manager and relies heavily on the research capabilities of the 

manager. Asset analysis aims to deal with the question, ''What portjolw managemem 

HraLegy IS bemg applied by thefimd manager"? 
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2.2 portfolio management strategies 

There are two different types of portfolio management strategies namely active and passive 

portfolio management strategies These are two extreme portfolio management strategies and 

they are distinguished mainly by the different treatment of expectational inputs from the 

portfolio manager Hybrid strategies such as immunisation and dedicated portfolio strategies 

seek to combine features of the active and passive strategies. 

2.2.1 Active management strategies 

The returns from this strategy are obtained by managing the expectational inputs and the 

strategies can be viewed in the three broad categories of bond valuation. rate anttcipation and 

sensitivity analysis (Fabozzi. J093. Asset Consultams. 2004). The fi rst category. bond 

valuation. IS a valuation approach to bond analysis ·.-.bien seeks to maximise rerurns by 

managing or taking advantage oi te:nporar:· ;>rice cisequilibnum The strategy allows 

investors to switch from one bend ro another ro achieve capital gains though pnce 

aooreciation or higher 1eld returns. It ::Uso fcc:.~ses on evaluating the normal spreaa 

relationship ~uh aim of capital aporeciation. T1e success o f J bond vaiuanon strategy is 

based on premise that the ·correction· in f)rice. ~ields ~ill occur before overall market 

conditions change the underlving relationship. This impiies one can only earn superior 

returns betore correcuon occurs. 

Rate anticipation is the second category and this strategy tccuses on the effect oi overall 

changes in market emtronmem in form oi interest rate cnanges. This approach ar:5ues the 

investor or portfolio manager should anticipate changes in direcuon or' tmerest rates such that 

if rates are projected to decline m future, longer maturities bonds are sought to achteve capital 

appreciation and vice versa. This to a large extent seems like a gambling approach to 

investment because tbrecasting interest rare movements consistemly is ver1 ditlicult. This is 

true in Kenya. where behavioral characteristics of the investor have a big role to play in 

capital market that is largely inefficient. 

·~. 
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Sensitivity analysis is an approach to portfolio management which focuses on managing all 

expectational inputs including price, interest rates and other bond characteristics which affect 

returns. The maio objective of the analysis being to determine the level of impact changes to 

each expectational input would have on returns from the portfolio A sensitivity analysis 

relies to a large extent on computerised simulation and models such as. Monte Carlo 

simulation techniques. 

2.2.2 Passive management strategies 

These strategies emphasis on risk control such that minimum management of expectational 

inputs is required. The basic principal of the strategies is minimal expectation input in the 

management process to allow the ponfolio manager to tocus on meeting the clients' other 

needs (Asset Consultants. ~004). Acti\e management strategies assume the investor only 

needs to obtain the highest return for an acceptable level of risk. In reality however. investors 

often have other needs. For example. one of the objectives of the Kenva Revenue \uthoriry 

as a key go ... emment body and regulator may be to invest in government securities despite 

their low returns Thts is .1 non-expectarional input that may be met by lhe passive and not an 

active management strategy. lt is however imponant to appreciate wtth ume clients' "leeds 

change thus the passive strategies need to be re"viewed to meet the changing client needs 

There are rwo approaches to passive manage:nem: the ;Juy and hold approach and ndexmg. 

As the name suggests, in the buy and hold approach the portfolio manager or investor buys 

and holds the securities to maturity. ln the case of bonds. the main considerations are 

therefore the default risk of the issuer and max:imising yield to maturity when choosing the 

investment. The key of disadvantage to this process is the investor does not take advantage 

of price or market movements for capital appreciation and the only expectationaJ input 

needed is a credit analysis of the issuer to manage default risk. The advantages of the 

approach include the low transaction costs. and the easy of future planmng or proJections as 

the returns are known in advance. 

On the other hand, the objective of an indexing strategy is to replicate the pertormance of the 

market using a designated index. It is based on the capital market theory which suggests an 

index portfolio will be the optimal or efficient portfolio as it contains all the outstanding 

issues in proportion to their market values. It is therefore argued, by holding an indexed 

portfolio one expects a favorable risk and return trade off (Fabozzi, 1993) 
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The challenge facing an indexing strategy is identifying the index portfolio that adequately 

represents the market. In Kenya, there is currently one available bond index., the African 

Alliance P erfonnance Index. The use of the index as a performance benchmark is however 

not very wide spread amo ngst po rtfolio managers as it bears the brand name of one of the 

market players and hence competitor. Most managers rely o n the treasury bills and bonds in 

establishing performance benchmarks (Blasky, 2004). 

2.2.3 Hybrid portfolio management strategies 

Passive and active management strategies are distinguished mainly by the degree of 

management of expectation inputs. In particular. passive strategies focus on risk control by 

use of non-expectational inputs while active strategies focus o n return maximisation b~ use of 

expectationaJ mputs (Fabozzi. 1993). Hybrid strategies may then be pursued with emphasis 

on risk control and return maximtsation thus combining passive and 1'.br;d strategies (Asset 

C cnsultants. 2"04). Fabozzi ( 1 co3 idemifies some of the hybrid ponfolio management 

st:-ategies including immunisation and dedicated pontolio strat~~ 

P~nston immunisation IS the process o f creating ti xed ncome pcntolio having :m assured 

rerum for :1 specified ttme horizon irrespecu-..e of interest rate changes. The assured rerum is 

usually one that maxim1ses rerum s at acceptabie levels of nsk -\!so due to the nature of the 

1mmunisarion srrare:r. . the investor IS a llowed J degree vf tlexibtlny to take ad.,.amage or· 

or·ce movements for capital appreciation and :o achieve other non-l!xpec:ational objecti·.res 

[mmunisauon is thus viewed as a hybrid portfo lio management :mare;rJ (Fabozzt. 1°93). 

In the dedicated ponfolio strategy. the porttoiio is constructea to fund pre-determined 

liabilities over a g iven time ho rizon. These liabilities usuall y represent a schedule of 

liabilities that need to be met from the returns and capital appreciation of the portfoiio The 

value of the portfol io keeps declining as the liabilities are met The two approaches 

considered under this strategy are multi-period immunisation and cash tlow matchmg. Both 

these approaches are variat ions of immunisation strategy ,Fabozzi. 1993). 
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It is important to note, no single strategy is appropriate across the board thus the portfolio 

manager despite adopting a passive strategy needs to be responsive to the clients changing 

needs. lt is suggested that adopting a hybrid strategy like immunisation may be more 

appropriate as it allows the portfolio management to manage both the expectational inputs as 

well as meet the clients' other needs while optimising the risk return trade off 

2.3 Portfolio constraints 

In determining the investment objectives and policy the investor needs to take into 

consideration any values, beliefs or practices that may influence investment decisions These 

values. beliefs and practices are known as portfolio or investment constraints (Fabozzi. 

1993) These constraints need to be effectively managed as thev influence the return 

objectives and risk tolerance levels of the ;nvestor. 

T'1e per.ect market assumptions of a '"ational investor who reiies on :he risk return trade otf iO 

make mvestment dec1srons is negated by the behavioral tendencies of investors. lt is 

~herefore inappropnate to 1gnore ~hese beha' ioral chara~eristics when making any 

investment decrsions. 

1.3.1 Liquidity needs 

Liquiditv refers to the need for cash or ne3.f cash investments. Bonds are viewed as highlv 

marketable assets and are seen primarily 3S a means for provrding a regular stream of income 

uhat is coupons) for a 1ixed maturitv pencd. 

Pension fund liquidity needs depend on the liability profile of the scheme. For example, the 

age protile of future beneticiaries atTecrs the scheme·s liquidity needs If the age profile is 

young in a pensron scheme tewer retiring beneficiaries are expected in the near future thus 

lower liquidity needs as level of benefit payments in the near future is low Liquidity may be 

achteved in two ways One way is limiting the investment portfolio to readily marketabie 

assets Marketable tssues are assets that can be sold quickly with little or no price difference 

from current price difference. An actively managed portfolio requires highly liquid assets in 

torm of reserves to allow the fund manager to take advantage of price and market 

movements. The second way is to attain liquidity by managing the cash flows from the assets 

such as by spacing the schedule of maturity obligations over the time horizon. 
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Fabozzi (1993) sets out the different characteristics of bonds and their effect on bond 

liquidity. These characteristics have been summarised in the table below: 

Table 1: Characteristics of bonds and effects of liquidity 

Amount closely held 

Coupon level 

Age of issue 

Quality of issue 

T er.ns; provisions 

~Iarurity 

S'"1un:e Fabozzi. I 003 

.2.3 . .2 Tax considerations 

The higher the amount the higher the liquidity 

The lower the amount the higher the liquidity 

The higher the coupon amount the higher the liquidity 

I The more recent the issue the higher the liquidity 

I The higher the quality the higher the liquiditv 

T11e attaching pro" isions may lower rh~! liquidity I 
However a call feature pro" ;de5 .1ddinonal liquidity if it is 

~xercised 

The shorter the maturity period the higher •he liquidity 

The 1m pact of ta-<es on ditferent asset classes needs to be considered when analysing rerums 

trom investments. For example. if capital gains ta'< was to be Iev1ed on capital gains from 

bonds it rna} be more prudent to adopt a buy-hold strategy where oond issues are concerned. 

Retirement benetit schemes may or may not be registered 3.S a tax-exempt scheme. Many 

coumnes provide anract1ve tax benefits to regtstereo tax-exempt to promote the level of 

saving for reurement as this lowers the overaJ I social security cost tor the government in the 

future. An unregistered scheme on the other hand does not enjoy the tax benetits (lncome Tax 

Rules. 1994). 

In Kenva. retirement benet1ts schemes may register for tax exemption through the [ncome 

Ta-x Retirement Benefits Rules, 1994. Registration with the Commissioner oflncome Tax is 

not compulsory With regard to investments. the law provides fu r tax-free investment 

mcome. TillS implies there IS no constraint arising from tax treatment in respect of making 

asset allocation decisions with view of optimising the risk return trade off 
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2.3.3 Time horizon 

Time horizon refers to the duration available to make investments The lifecycle of an 

investor determines their portfolio•s time horizon. Fixed income securities such as bonds 

have a definite maturity hence their investment life (or maturity) may be matched to the time 

horizon of the investor (Fabozzi~ 1993). 

For retirement schemes, the scheme·s time horizon is determined by its liability profile. The 

liability profile of a scheme is a function of the normal retirement age. current age profile of 

members, issues affecting the tum over rate of the scheme such as a major restructuring 

exercise being considered, etc. All these factors affect the time period available for the 

trustees to make investments as they result in liquidity needs 

For example. if a scheme has a normal retirement age oio5 and me current average age of the 

me'noers · is 3 5 ~ears. If all o ther factors are held constant. the time horizon of the scneme IS 

said to be approximate!) 30 years. This is the diiference oen"een the normal retirement age 

and the current average age of the members tthar is o5 - 351 It retlects the perioc 'Defore 

\t.~ich the scheme will expenence high liquidity "leeds ·o 'Tieet benerit payments However. if 

a major restructuring exerc1se •.vere being considered withm ~he next year. the time horizon of 

the scheme would be one year and not 30 years. This is because Jle trustees 'A-OUI<l 1eed casn 

;o pay out benetits dunng the vear (Raichura.. :00.1). 

A.lrhough time horizon is important. for active strategies .he 'Ocus 1s not entirely on the time 

horizon but the planning honzons in order to maximise returns . The planning honzon refers 

to the period of time during which investors £ake stock of investments. ln K<!nya. the 

planning horizon of most ret1remem scheme trustees is a quaner year (or three months) This 

comcides with the penod when they recei'-e the statutory investment reports trom the1r fund 

manager. This suggests if a scheme has a one-year time honzon and a planning honzon of 

three months they will have a total of four planning horizons in the year 



2.3.4 Regulatory/legal considerations 

The regulations may impose limits on asset allocation decisions. Retirement scheme funds 

are usually regulated in respect to eligible asset classes, maximum and minimum allowable 

investment amounts in a given asset class or even amounts invested in a particular security in 

a given asset class The rationale for this is not financial repression but to encourage 

diversification of the retirement scheme· s portfolio. This is necessary to ensure minimal 

investor protection for scheme members 

There may also be restrictions on the types of investment vehicles available in determining 

the efficient portfolio [n Kenya. there are no derivative securities available in the capital 

market for investments bv retirement schemes. For a long time. reeulators around the world 
.; - -

viewed derivative assets as speculative investments rather than as a means to control risk. It 

was therefore difficult to get derivatives aoproved as investments available fo r retirement 

.;chemes However. as the regulators. receive more educaLion and exoosure and with 

connnued demand tor investment products it is expected these asset classes will be approved 

tor investment by retirement benefit scheme regulatcrs. in Xenya. the Reurement Benetits 

Rules and Regulations. 2000 pro"ides the fOllowing maximum limns on retirement scheme 

mvestments in the available asset classes· 

Table 2: RBA maximum guidelines on :.JSser classes 

Asset Classes 
RBA maximum 

%limit 

I Property J00/0 

Treasury bills and bonds 70°o 

• Qu<,ted equities. preference shJres Jnd collecti\·e im esnnent I 

schemes 70~o I 
Commercial paper. corporate bonds and approved loan stocks 

Cnquoted equ1ties in Kenya 

Cash and demand deposits 5°'o 

Fixed deposits 30% I 
Off shore investme1. s 15~'0 

Other approved assets 5% 

I Guaranteed funds t00°1o 

Source RBA Rules, 2000 
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This means all schemes in Kenya need to have an asset allocation that adhere to these 

maximum limit s The Generally Acceptable Accounting Principles (GAAP) also have to be 

considered when making investment decisions. GAAP provide for investments to be 

recorded at historical costs and any losses to be recognised immediately in the books of 

accounts. These principles may prohibit a portfolio manager from divesting from an asset 

and taking a loss yet the corresponding opponunity cost of the foregone investment may be 

higher. It is therefore important for trustees to give the portfolio manager adequate mandate 

when developing the investment policy to make certain decisions with a view to optimise 

returns (Raichura, 2004). 

2.3.5 Unique characteristics of investors 

This focuses on the special requirements of an mdi,..idual investor. The~ cover issues oi 

soctal responsibtlity, objectionable products cr services. business practices. countries cf 

mvestment etc. For example. a church based o rganisation rna~ ObJeCt to investments in share 

assets of Briush American Tobacco Kenya Limited or East African Breweries Lim1ted as 

they manufacture questionable products in form of cigarettes and beer respectivety .\ 

government regulato r such as Kenya Revenue :\uthority may have a pre-defined pomolio 

vhere the amount and maturity ranges in government securities .lfe specltied. Another 

example, is by its nature as rne regulator oi me :inancia1 markets. ~he C entrat Bank of -:.enya 

Staff Pension Scneme may na"Ve ait1ic:.~ltv invesung ·n equities as any :racing ac~ivities o~ l he 

scheme trustees may send the wrong muri<et signals (Blasky :GOJ: RaichurJ. :004). 

Thus portfolio constraints need to be .:onsicered when serting investment OOJeCtlves and 

oolic1es as they affect the mvestors return ooject1ves and risk tolerances. The:- may also 

mfluence other decisions such as the strategiC asset aJiocauon dectsions of the mvestor. 
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2.4 Pension scheme assets and liabilities 

The principle of setting aside resources for retirement or earlier exit from formal employment 

is not new in Kenya or in the World. Early global developments can be traced to 1686 in the 

L 'K HM Customs and Excise Department where formal pension arrangements were made for 

employees. In 1770 a trust fund was set up by the Central Bank of England for relief to 

military personnel and their dependants in event of their demise. The UK Civil Service 

Scheme was then set up in 1810 and other private and public sector firms then followed suit 

(Raichura 2004). 

ln Kenya. the trend of providing pensions for employees was to a large extent borrowed from 

the British during the colonial era. The civil service scheme was set up in 1 040s followed by 

pnvate sector companies which were largely multmational and foreign owned iirms. Over 

ume other parastatals schemes were then set up as they broke off from the main civil service 

scheme. The '-iational Social Security Fund was set up in 1965 with a iew of prov,ding a 

baste social security benefit to :nembers on retirement (Raichura. :r04). 

It IS tmportant to note the early developments were largely favor and grace driv~n T11ere 

\\ere ver:,-; lin le regulator; requirements on the management of retirement benetit schemes. 

In K<!n>v a umil the late 1 090s with the : ntroducrion of the Retirement Benefits Act .. 997 only 

the income T:tx (R.!ttrement Bene:its l Rules and Regulations. 199<.1 were apoticable to 

rememem benetit schemes (Raichura. 200<.1 }. 

\\ ith the senmg up of the Retirement Benenn AUlhorit) through the Retirement Benefits 

,\ct. 1997 and subsequent introducnon oi the Retirement Benefits Rules and Regulattons in 

:woo. the level of regulation of the pension industry in Kenya has mcreased. The provtstons 

or' the Retirement Benefits Rules and Regulations have had an impact on the way in whtch 

rettrement schemes are managed and administered. In particular, the regulations have placed 

onerous requirements on trustees of retirement benefits schemes and particularly in the area 

of investments and funding of retirement benefit schemes. To appreciate the funding needs 

of a retirement benefit scheme there is need to look at the characteristics of both the assets 

and liabilities of the different schemes (Raichura, 2004, Blasky, 2004). 
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2.4.1 Pension liabilities 

Pension liabilities are the debts arising out of the financial commitments of the scheme in 

respect to members' retirement benefits. Retirement scheme liabilities are therefore a 

function of scheme design and structure. Schemes and hence the nature of pensio n liabilities 

vary widely by structure, design and type of benefi ts they provide (Raicbura, 2004) 

If retirement schemes are categorised by the type of benefits paid then where benefits are 

paid as cash lump sum payments the arrangement is referred to as a provident fund On the 

other hand. if benefits are paid as regular a nnuity payments then the arrangements is reterred 

to as a pension scheme (ActEd. 2004; Raichura. ~004). Provident fund liabilities are one-off 

lump sum payments to a member on exit. Hence. this type or" arr:mgernem 1s also reterred to 

as a money-back arrangement "\(embers tend to prefer prov1dent :Unds due to ·he anraction 

of rece1ving a lump sum payment. The associated risks of squandering or m1smanaging the 

retirement benetits however maJ<e ~h1s type of arrangement unanrac~ive to governments and 

employers. In fact, most governments have very punitive tax treatment for provident funds to 

discourage payment of cash lump sum benents. In Kenya. luwp ;t.rn bererit; aoove •he ta'<

free limits are taxed at the P-\ YE scales· Raichura. :::004) 

Penston schemes previae a :-eguiar .ncome at reriremem and are mere common or preferred. 

It 1s argued that members or· :.1 pens;on sche:ne are oeuer Jble to plan ror •he:r retirement as 

they are already used to planning with .1 regular ·ncome in terms or heir salar•es and wages. 

In addiuon. pension schemes prO\vlde greater t1exibility m payment of benetirs as a member 

may opt ro take pan of thetr bener1ts as a casn :ump sum and use .he remaming amount as a 

residual pension. This theretore allows tor reduced risk ot squandering benetits and better 

tinanc1al planmng. However. this t1exJbtiity m payment also makes the liabilittes of a 

pension scheme more complex than those of a provident fund (Raichura. :;o04). 

ln Kenya. there are more pension schemes than provident funds however the number of 

pro'v •dent funds is increasing as members opt tor the lump sum benefit payouts and 

employers seek to reduce admtntstration costs by pa~mg olf benetits to leavers in lump sum. 

In addiuon. it is im ponam to note in Kenya. moSt pension schemes allow members early 

access to benefits on withdrawal hence blurring distinct1on berv.een provident funds and 

pension schemes (Raichura. ~004; RBA. Newsletter, 2004). 
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In determining the structure of a retirement benefit scheme the two key design objectives 

considered are to ensure security in retirement; and to provide protection to members whilst 

working. Security in retirement focuses on providing the members with a reasonable and 

secure income in retirement. The ' rule of thumb' for actuaries is for the post retirement 

income to equal 2/Jrd or 3/4ths of the pre retirement income in order to achieve this objective. 

Protection whilst working refers to the provision of adequate compensation to employees in 

the unfortunate event of ill-health retirement or to their dependants in event of death 

( Raichura.. 2004 ). 

In order to achieve these design objectives, a number of benefit designs have been developed. 

These include final salary schemes. career average schemes, retirement balance schemes. 

cash balance schemes and money purchase schemes. The main difference bervveen the 

various arrangements with respect to the management of the associated risks that is risks due 

ro mvestmem. salary ~O\vth. and duration of service and monality exoerience :)t' members 

It IS Important for trustees and fund managers to understand the nsks associated \vith each 

re~trement arrangement m order to make prooer mvesrmem dects1ons and pan:culariy when 

derenninin2: an investment strate2:': There are £\'iO extreme desum tvues - the final salarv 
- -· - ., • J 

!detined benetit) schemes and the detined contribution schemes. -\.11 orher scheme des1gns 

ma~ be vtev.ed as hybrid schemes rorme:.:i by merging m cenain proponions 1he 

caaracterist!cs of rhe der1nea bene:1t or dennec contribution scne:1:es (RJicaura. :oo~. 

'nerer. 200..1) 

A member· s benetits in J derinea benetit .sc~eme Jre derined .JSIOJ ~ :ormula This formula is 

t"pically a fraction of tina! salary tbr each year of service accrued by the member The 

employer guarantees the benefits in thJs arrangement as the members· oenerits and hence 

reasonable expectations are clearly detined by the torrnulae (Sherer. :oo~. Blake. :2000). By 

the narure of the formulae, explicit targeting of benefits to meet the des1gn objective of 

providin2 a reasonable and secure income in retirement is easier For example, if a member 

1s entitled to I/60ths of final salary for each year of service and the target pension is set at 

2. 3rds of salary, the member can detennine that they need to -work for -W years to get to meet 

this target 
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The funding of a defined benefit scheme is such that the risks are borne by the employer. 

Member•s contributions (if any) are at a fixed rate. The employer then meets the balance of 

the cost of providing the guaranteed benefits. The employer is therefore exposed to risks 

arising out of inflation and salary escalation, investment risks and other risks inherent in the 

defined benefit scheme (Raichura, 2004). 

Cnlike in defined benefit schemes, the level of benefits from a defined contribution scheme is 

not guaranteed instead the levels of contributions to the scheme are pre-determined. The 

detined contribution scheme operates similar to a bank account into which fixed amount of 

contributions are accumulated and used to purchase a benefit on exit from service. This type 

of scheme is also referred to as a money purchase scheme · Raichura. 2004: Asset 

Consultants. 2004) 

-\s mdicated by Raichura (~004) and Sherer (~004). the !eve! of benetits and hence the 

scheme liabilities are therefore deoendent on rhe evel of contriouttons '11ade. the investment 

income or interest credited to the indi\ltdual member's account and the mvestmem conditions 

available at retirement particularly if mernoer imenas to purchase Jnd annuity with their 

accumulated comributions The level ofbeneiits has no direct relationshtp to the employees' 

salary or length of service at retirement hence explicit ·argering of post remement benetit is 

nor easv Ln addition. gi" en :he le\lel of .:omriouuons (both member and employer) w the 

scheme are flxea. the rnemoer be::u-s lll the risks innerem ~y this arrangement. 

In Kenya. most ·ne·v · schemes are set up as defined conuibuuons schemes and the number is 

mcreasmg as more derined benetit schemes convert to dennec contribution arrangements 

(RBA ~ewslerter, 2004). This trend 1s largely due iO the fact that most employers are no 

longer ·grace or favor' driven but tnstead are focusing on improving their profit margms 

hence prefer the predictability of costs otfered by defined comribuuon schemes. Funher, 

qune perversely though. members are pushing for the conversions to defined contribution 

schemes which they believe provides them with better benefits thus tota11y ignoring the fact 

that in a defined contribution scheme they bear all the risks (Raichura, 2004; Asset 

Consu It ants. 2004 ). ·-
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As we have seen, there are a number of risks thus associated with pension liabilities and the 

choice of scheme design depends on how the risks are managed As with other hybrid 

arrangements, hybrid schemes aim to combine the attractive features of the two extreme 

arrangements. In particular, they aim to provide predictability of costs for the employer by 

controlling risks while at same time protecting members from investment risks by proving a 

minimum 'guaranteed' benefit. 

2A.2 Pension assets 

Pension scheme assets are defined as the scheme's property or resources. They are 

accumulated from the cash flows in and out of the scheme. The cash intlows include member 

contribuuons (if any), employer contributions. transfer "ames and insurance proceeds (if 

any 1. These inr1ows are then invested as an investment portfolio and hence earn returns 

either in form of dividends, interest. rents, or c-apital gains. The cash outt1ows are in form of 

benetits and expense payments fBlasky. :004: Brigham. :COJJ. 

The asset classes available for investments ma~ be cate~onsed in tour mam categories. 

These are equity, tixed income secunties. cash and property and alternatives such as jewelry, 

lri\\Or!,. lt is necess~' for investors to understand the features ot' · hese asset classes to 

enaole nem maKe prudent and inrormed investment srrategtc asset Jllccauon decisiOns. The 

·.-ey features to .:onsider '"hen evaluating dle asset classes are nsK. returns and mar~{erabli1ty 

ofthe 1ssets (Biasky. 2004). 

1;1e rirsc category woula be :he cash and casn equivaiems ' "mc:1 -erers to \er; !iquiri assets 

such as cash on hand and bank and tixed deposits. These are ..1ssets ~hat are either casn or Jre 

easily converted to cash at a fair price at short notice. Cash and cash equ1valent assets have 

very low risks if invested in a credit worth institution and have correspondingly low returns 

tBiasi..'-t. 2004. Brigham. 2004). 

In most African societies, property investments have sentimental values. This is common in 

(l!nya with majority of people investing in land. building, and other property assets Prior to 

the mtroduction and enforcement of the Retirement Benefit Rules and Regulations. most 

renrement benefit schemes held a larger proportion of their asset portfolio in property 

investments. A good example of this is the ~ational Social Secunty Fund whose property 

portfolio accounted for over 800/o of the total portfolio (NSSF, 1999). 
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Property assets are usually very hard to sell and also since not listed on an exchange are very 

difficult to price. The returns on property are from rental income and capital gains (or losses) 

on sale. These returns can have very high volatility depending on the political, economic and 

social factors at play at the time. For example, a residential building in Denholm may have 

been raising very good returns prior to the introduction of slum dwellings in the area (Blasky, 

2004). 

Alternative investments such as antiques, jewellery, artWork, rugs, mats and other similar 

assets have the same features as property and are more common abroad. These are items 

which are deemed to be of value by those trading. However, such assets are very difficult to 

sell and also very difficult to price. This is be{;ause their pricing is very subjective and the 

need to find a willing buyer who appreciates :he ·tern 1S also difficult. 

Equit: investments are the main method adopted for the tinancmg of most companies. The 

holders of ordinary shares are entitled to whatever profit is lerl: over after other providers of 

finance 'lave rece1ved their interest payments and 3fter any retained earning decisions have 

been '11ade by the dire{;tors. Equity represents an imestOr· s ownership in a firm 1 Brgham. 

~004). 

Equit~ secum1es may be .isted on :m excnan~e or over the counter market or traded as private 

listings. The marketabliity of equitv varies a~.:ording tO me s1ze of the comoar.y but ts 

usualh. better than that of loan cap1ral because the issue of shares is usually larger. The 

marketability of an equity security is deemed higher if listed on an exchange I Fabozzi. 1993. 

Bngham. : OO.iJ. However. this may not be the .:ase m Kenya where ihe 11arket ·s er; small 

in terms oftrades (Biask~. 2004). 

In tenns of characteristics. equity as an asset class is deemed to be very risk especially due to 

capital losses. wmding up and uncertainty and volatility of future income streams 

Correspondingly and in tandem with the risk return trade off concept, equity usually give 

high returns to compensate for the high risk. However, the returns on equity are such that the 

initml running yield is usuallv low but div1dends are expected to mcrease with inflation and 

real growth in company's earnings thus expected to give high returns (Fabozzi, 1993, Solnik, 

: Ofi3: Levine, 1998). 



There are a number of variations in the equity market such as deferred shares where 

dividends are paid once profits reach a certain level or dividends are paid at a certain date, 

redeemable ordinary shares, shares with varied voting rights and golden" shares in a newly 

privatised company. These variations have an effect on the marketability, return and risk 

levels of the equity (ActEd, 2002, Levine, 1998). 

The returns from fixed income securities is a fixed level of income (whether dividends or 

coupon payments) over a stipulated period of time and capital gains (losses) if sold prior to 

maturity. Fixed income securities include: bonds, money market (short term) instruments. 

preferred stock. convertible issues, mutual funds. interest rate futures and put or call options 

on tixed income securities (Fabozzi., 1993). 

Fixed income securities may be traded on an exchange. and if so. their marketability is 

increased. Government issues are considered to be risk free while commerc1al issues carry 

normal business risks. Fixed income securities are usually categorised on rhe basis of thetr 

markets where short-term instruments are referred to as monev marJCet inStruments and the 

long-term securities are referred to as capital market instruments. They are usual! y unsecured 

IOlTs and are tssued in large denominations The mam challenge is w manage default nsk of 

•he insurer (Fabozzi.. 1993. Techne. 2004: Fabozzi, ::oca). 

~roney market instruments are shon-term instruments whicn are low risk and highly liquid. 

-r1ese instruments include treasury bills. commercial paper and money market cenincates 

The money market is a useful tool for controlling economic development and in particular for 

11djusting economy liquidity needs (F abozzi. 1993 ). The trading of money market 

mstruments is int1uenced to a large extent by the monetary polictes of the government. They 

usually have less than one-year maturities. In Kenya. the 91-day Treasury bill is a popular 

ssue with investors. 

Bodle. Kane and Marcus (1993), note that money market instruments are rarely traded on 

organised exchanges but inStead rely on market makers (dealers) to create the secondary 

market The securities are therefore low risk, shon maturity and highly marketable. They 

include treasury bills and commercial paper. Treasury bills are considered to be low risk 

mvesunents and hence correspondingly low returns in an efficient market environment. They 

are issued by governments which are seen to have a low default risk (Fabozzi, 2004). 
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Commercial paper on the other hand represents a form of short tenn borrowing for large 

companies. The paper is issued at a discount and redeemable at face value. By buying the 

commercial paper, the investor is lending money to the company to be paid at a rate of 

interest slightly higher than that of risk free investments. The size of the margin depends on 

the company's credit rating and is used to finance short-term working capital deficiencies 

(Techne, 2004). 

Capital market instruments are financial claims with more than one-year maturities. They are 

long term in nature and their main purpose is to transfer funds from savers to borrowers. 

These instruments include bonds, preferred stocks and convertibles. The securities have 

h1gher risks, longer maturity and are less marketable than the money market instruments 

( F abozzi. 1993. Bodle. 1993 ). Government Treasury bonds are fanned when the government 

issues loan capital to raise money from investors and in return the 60vernment pays the 

mvestor a string of interest payments plus a rerum of capital eventually. The amounts of 

Interest and capital payments are specified at the outset (.\ctEd.. 2002: Fabozzi 2004). 

for government or treasury ;,onds. there IS no security prov1ded ~o the investor and 1ssues do 

:10t place restrictions on the government's future borrowing powers The government is seen 

to be the ultimate bruarantor of all investments in the country and therefore deemed to have 

IO\\ or zero risK. More so. the government has the ability to print money co meet its 

cbligauons thus default risk is considered to be 'ow It ts important to note the Government 

cr' Argentina has defaulted in its payments on a government issue This resulted in very high 

int1atJon and investors are still paying fo r this high interest high inflation era. Thus investors 

should not assume there is no default risk assoc:ated 'hith .sovemmenr issues (Biasky. 2004). 

Returns on government securities depend on the duration and the issue size which affects its 

marketability The marketability of the bond is good as the issues are readily available in 

both the primary and secondary markets. Also, government policies may promote the level 

of ifl\.estmem in treasury bonds and bills hence promoting marketability. In Kenya the 

maximum allowable investment for retirement schemes at 70% is set to promote investments 

tn go\emment securities (RBA 2000). Inflation also affects the returns achieved especially 

smce the overall returns from bonds are relatively low 



Corporate bonds are like government bonds but less secure as they bear the normal business 

risks of the issuing company. Corporate bonds usually vary in maturity from few days to 30 

or 40 years. They may be secured or unsecured by the assets of the issuing company (ActEd, 

2002). In Kenya, corporate bonds are slowly becoming a preferred means of investment for 

institutional investors. This is primarily due to the fact that these bonds tend to have longer 

maturities than the government issues and hence allow the firms to lock in the prevailing 

rates for longer durations (Blasky, 2004). 

The level of risk associated with corporate bonds is higher than that of government bonds 

primarily because companies issue them. There is no security provided to investor and 

issues do not place restrictions on the issuing company· s future borrow-ing powers thus even 

more risky than unsecured loan capital. The corresponding return on the corporate bonds is 

rei:nively higher than that of the JOvenmem bonds in hne with the risk. return trade otT 

concept C'vfyers. 2000) vlarketabi1ity or· corporate bonds is better than debentures and 

unsecured loan stock but not as good as government stocK. Curporate bonds are less 

marketable than government securities mainly because they are smaller in size as compared 

to go\enment issues . Fabozzi. J003. Bodle. 1993). 

P~ererred stock are ;ess common than ordinary shares. Prererence shares are a hvbrid 

secunty as they have both the features of ordinary shares and debentures or loan stock. 

Assuming the company makes sufficient prc rits. the~ offer a rixed stream of rran~ea 

in' estment income. Their investment characteristics are more similar to those of unsecured 

loan stockStbonds than ordinary shares tActEd. :c03. Bodle. 1993. Myres. 2000). 

Bodle ( 1993) and ~lyres (2000) show that the similarity bet\\.een preterence stock and 

ordinary shares arise from the fact that non-payment of dividends to preference shareholders 

does not force company to insolvency. dividends are not tax deductible and in some cases, 

the maturity date on the stock may not be fixed On the other hand, they are similar to 

debentures-bonds in that the dividend rate is fixed, preference shares do not share in residual 

earnings and preference shareholders have claim to income and assets prior to ordinary 

shareholders but have no voting rights. They are therefore considered to be Jess risky than 

equity but are more risky than bonds. Similarly their features in respect to return and 

marketability lie between those ofbonds and equity. 
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Convertibles are almost always invariably unsecured loan stocks or preference shares that 

convert to ordinary shares of the issuing company. This additional prospective return means 

the issuer does not have to offer very high rates of interest on loans to attract lenders. There 

are very many types of convertibles because of the different variables available on loans. 

These variables include the annual rate of interest, conversion date, conversion terms, and 

basis if no conversion takes place, conversion premium among others (ActEd, 2003 , Bodle, 

1993, Myres, 2000). 

The principle features of convertibles as summarised by 'vlyres (~000) include lower risk than 

that of the underlying share because there is less volatility in the price of the convertible than 

in the share price of the underlying equity because the dividend payment is fixed and does not 

depend on the short-term profits of the company T1e "Ct•on to convert an ordinary share to 

a tixed interest security allows in\iestor to be sure or .1 cenam minimum return 

The return on convertibles are also relatively higner than ordinary shares to compensate for 

lack of div1dend gro'"'th but have lower return than loan stock or preference shares The 

marketabilin of the convertibies on the other hana vanes according to the s1ze of the . -
comoanv but is usually bener than Lhat of !oan capital bet:ause the issue of shares is usually 

larger. usually only one l'.pe of ordina.r:.1 shares are ssue ana mvestors prefer th1s mode or' 

imestmems !Bodle. 1993). 

T~e ditTerem asset classes have different risk. return and marketability considerations h is 

theretore necessary to determine which of the different asset classes may be applied in 

aevelopmg a pensio n immunisauon strategy. 

·~ 
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2.5 Pension assets and immunisation 

The concept of immunisation was developed with the intention of locking up interest rates of 

investment portfolios over a pre-specified period of time. Cash and cash equivalents provide 

very low returns and due to their liquid position that usually represent a small portion of the 

overall pension portfolio. Property assets although more popular in retirement scheme 

investment portfolios in Kenya, have very low liquidity and very volatile returns Thus it is 

difficult to develop an immunised strategy on the basis of property assets or cash and cash 

equivalents. 

With respect to equity, Fabozzi {1993) identifies a number of challenges an equity investor 

faces which make it difficult to use equity as an underlying asset for pension immunisation. 

The first challenge being that equity by nature provides a stream of income through dividends 

but this income is not guaranteed as it depends on the overall performance of the company. 

Secondly. equity offer returns through capital appreciauon on sale of the securities Thus 

immunising a portfolio based on equity returns is therefore difficult, as the returns cannot be 

esumated with any certainty. 

Other challenges include the low choice of equity vehicles within the equity class. Ttus 

means an equtty investor has very few options for diversification of the portfolio The 

a"ailable opuons include common stock. mutual funds, convertibles (in some cases) and 

denvatives such as futures and options. However, these vehicles are not available in most 

countnes including Kenya and where available their pricing mechanisms are still very 

suojecuve Fixed income securiues by comparison otTer more variability fo r purposes of 

diversitication and their pricing 1s relatively straightforward hence objective as It involves 

discounting of defined cash flows 

Equ1ty investors also require a detailed analysis and selection process before making a stock 

selection investment decision. This process is usually complex with high degrees of 

uncertainty in respect of stock prices and dividend payments. On the other hand, fixed 

mcome securities are influenced primarily by interest rate movements. This reduces the 

degree of variability and the uncertainty associated with default risk can be mitigated by 

carrving out a credit analysis of the issuer (Fabozzi, 1993). 
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Equity investors seek a larger proportion of their portfolio returns from capital gains. Fixed 

income securities seek returns from three main sources, coupon payments, reinvestment 

returns and capital gains. Usually fixed income securities are held to maturity and capital 

gains are not a big concern. 

Fixed income securities are better suited for locking in interests over fixed period of time 

which is the main purpose of immunisation (Fabozzi (1993). Redington (1952) therefore 

developed immunisation as an investment strategy which relies on a bond portfolio as the 

underlying asset as these provide a regular level of income (coupon/dividend rate) over a 

:mpulated period of time. 

2.6 Bonds 

Bonds are a type of fixed income securitv and in fact from its onset the concept of 

immunisation has been studied with an underlying bond pontolio. It is therefore necessary to 

understand the different features of bonds and to relate thts to the concept of immunisation 

(Fabozzi, 1993). Bonds are categorised depending on the issuer and include treasury bonds, 

corporate bonds and intemationaVeuro bonds. Other bond securities. not available in Kc.!nya. 

include municipal bonds and mortgage-backed securities. An application has been made by 

Barclays Bank of Kenya to finance their mortgage product through a bond 1ssue. It is 

therefore anticipated that mortgage-backed securities will be mtroduced m the Kenya capital 

market in the near future (Biasky, 1004). 

Bonds are tixed income securities with determined level of income or coupon rate o"er a 

:itipulated period of time. The trading of bonds is relatively easy and the secondary mar~<et 

prO\. tdes for liquidity to capital markets as it allows invesrors lO alter their liquidity needs and 

risk composition to adjust for market or price changes (Fabozzi, 1993). It ts therefore 

necessal) to analyse the principle features of bonds including: bond markets, marketability, 

type of issuer, maturity, coupon and principal, bond yield, volatility, duration, convexity and 

dispersion 

•, 
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2.6.1 Bond markets 

The bond market is an institutional market that is one where institutions like pension funds, 

insurance companies, financial institutions and other institutions that have issued debt 

instruments trade in large volumes with little publicity. Usually large corporate bonds are 

traded on an organised exchange. However, recent developments and particularly with need 

fo r less publicity, the focus has shi fted to over the counter markets for bond trading (Fabozzi, 

(1903. Bodle. 1993) 

Fabozzi (1993) indicates that the over the counter market relies on dealers to 'make the 

market· The dealers usually trade their own accounts by quoting a bond continuously in the 

market The bid offer spread then determines the protit margin made b" the dealer on a trade 

Brokers play a key role in bond trading as they execute orders from customer account and are 

paid a commission for their services 

:.b.:! ;\larketability 

The marketability o r quality of a bond is derennined principally by the size of spread 

Faoozzt (l993) and Bodle ( 1993 define the spreaa oi a bond as the difference benveen the 

bid and ask price fu r the bond. .-\ bond wnh a narrow spread of 1 S~o - 'l:% is viewed to be 

highly marketable while one witn a wirie spread of :o·o - 3° o is satd to ha\e poor 

marketability. A htghly marketable bond is one •hat is quoted continuously by dealers as 

there is a market for it. 

The pnce of a marketable bond is htgher than that of a bond which ts less marketable due to 

htgher demand. This represents a cost as the higher price results in correspondingly lower 

~11elds on the bond. However. most investors do not incur initial costs of issuing the bond and 

also aim at making capital 3ains thus their margin of loss is less with a marketable bond 



2.6.3 Type of issuer 

The largest issues are usually government ISsues, domestic corporations and municipal 

governments in the United States of America. The different issuers have over time developed 

different practices and cultures with regards to their borrowing practices. These differences 

result in differences among the bonds with respect to yield, denomination, safety or security. 

maturity, tax status and other provisions (Fabozzi, 1993). This therefore suggests that an 

element of diversification can be achieved in the bond portfolio 

2.6A .Maturity 

Bond maturity is determined as the date on vhich the debt will cease to exist or issuing tirm 

may redeem the issue by paying its face value or principal. Term to maturity on the other 

hand. is defined as ·he 'lumber of years dunng ··" mch rhe borrower '1as prom•sed to meet the 

( Onditions of the debt 

Th(;! (Oncept of maturitv IS verv important as it indicates the expected life of i:he debt 

nstrumem and hence the expected cash tlows from the bond. Further the yield of bond 

depends on Its maturity with long term bonds ~1\tng higher matunty to compensate ror the 

(Orrespondingly h1gner nsks associated with retinancing by !he ssuer (faboza 1 ~93 ). 

~.6.5 Coupon and principal 

Bond coupon refers to the fixed/floating interest payments ma~e ~.o the investors during the 

life or· the bonds The frequency of payments of coupons may be made annually. semi

annually or other arrangement as agreed. Different vanations rna) mse depending on the 

treatment of coupons such bearer bonds. registered · ssues. income bonds and zero coupon 

bonds (Fabozzi. 1993; Bodle, 1993). 

Princ1pal is the amount to be repaid at maturity of the bond or if the bond is called prior to 

maturitv It is important as it forms basis tor detining coupon pavmems. The principal is 

ill so referred to as the face value of the bond (Birgharn. :!004 ) . 
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2.6.6 Bond yield 

There are three sources of returns from bonds and these are: coupon payments, interest from 

reinvestment of coupon payments and the capital gain (loss) from the disposal of the bond A 

number of bond yield measures have been developed to try and quantify the rate of return 

from the bond. Fabozzi (1993) identifies four different yield measures each of which has 

advantages and disadvantages. Current/coupon yield is the ratio ofthe coupon payment over 

the bond price. It is very simple to determine but does not take into account the principal 

amount paid at maturity The yield to maturity measure is the rate of return the investor 

would earn from an investment that would give the same cash flows as the bond at the same 

pr;ce It is a rerlection of the internal rate of return on an investment and hence can be 

viewed as the discount rate that makes the present value of cash flows equal to the price 

( Bir~ham. ~004, Reilley. 2003. 

T'u! price o f the bond is in'-erse!y proponionaJ to its yield to maturity This measure tal(es 

mtc lccoum all cash t1ows from the bond however it assumes the couoons are reinvested at 

the same yield to maturity which may not be true in oracuce The vteld to maturity ( YT:Vr) 

affects bond volatility. in thar: a bond with a higher YTvl will displav lower price volatility 

~han .:>ne wi1h a lower YT.M (lnvestopaedia.com. 2004: T echne. ~004 ). 

f'1e ·hin:i y·e!d 'Tlea. ure is the ytelo to cail which applies o nly to bonds with a call provision. 

T:1e 1eld to call is determined stmilar to the yield tO maturity but assumes the term of the 

bond expires at the time the call applies. It thererbre has the same advantages and 

disacivantages as ""' ield to rnatuntv as a measure howe'.er an added limitation is it iunores - ... ... -
o!vems 3tter the call period (Fabozz1 (2004). The tina! measure is the realised compound 

yteld wh1ch allows tbr the interest on interest component which has not been accounted for 

by the other measures Bonds selling at a premium are more dependent on the interest on 

imerest component of the total return. For a zero coupon bond the yield to maturity measure 

is the same as the realised computed yield. The main disadvantage of this measure is it is 

dtfficult to compute. (Fabozzi (2004); Fabozzi (1993) . 

.• 
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2.6.7 Impact of time on bond price 

It is important to note that even if yields are held constant, the price of a bond will change 

with passage of time. This is because the outstanding cash flows reduce with time and so 

does the di scounting period for the future cash flows when determining the present value and 

hence the price of the bond. 

2.6.8 Bond price volatility 

Volatility is the change resulting from an instantaneous change in market yields. Bonds 

prices have an inverse relationship with interest rate movements. Volatility is therefore a 

measure of the degree of price change as a result of interest rate changes (lmestopaedia coiR 

:oe-n. The volatility of bond prices increases as coupon rates decrease for a given matunty 

:me bond yield Discount bonds are usually more responsive to changes in market yteld (all 

other factors held constant and the larger discounts resulting from dinerences between 

coupon and market yield the greater the responsiveness of bond price to changes in market 

yield 1 F abozzi. 1993. San-Raquejo. 9n~ . 

Vol::nilirv increases with increaseo ter.n to maruritv (assumimz all other ~actors are held . . -
constant) rhts is because in pracuce if interest rates are expectea to increase ~hen bond prices 

"il uecreasc by a larger propornon particulariy for long term oonds. This mcreased risk ts 

-etlec:ed in the increased volatility. From a capital aporeciation perspective, investors would 

typically avoid long-tenn bonds if interest is expected to rise as this will nm provtde 

upFonu nity tor capital gains (FaboZZI .. 2004). 

The degree of volatility of a bond and hence the assoctated degree of nsk of the bond ts 

(ierermined by its bond duration Generally. bonds with htgher duration will have higher 

pnce t1uctuation than those with lower duration (Blench. 2002) 



2.6.9 Bond duration 

The concept of bond duration was introduced by F Macaulay in 1938 and is commonly used 

by portfolio managers and investment analysts. Redingto~ a British Actuary, used the 

concept of bond duration to develop the technique of immunisation (Blench and Affieck

Graves, 2002) 

Fabozzi (2004) indicates that duration is defmed as a measure of responsiveness of a bond's 

price to changes in market yields. It allows an investor to quantify the trade off resulting as 

interest rates change over the investment horizon. Effective determination and understanding 

of the duration measure results in correctly weighted trades and proper estimation of portfolio 

, olatility. 

Tl:le term duration in the context ofbonds is thererore a measure of how long in years it takes 

:or the price of a bond to be repaid by its internal cash ~lows (lnvestopaedia.corn. :200;.1) 

Fabozzt (2004) however mdicates that the definition o{ duration as a measure of time without 

re~e:-ence to it as a measure of responsiveness of bond· s price to changes m :nar\:et ytetd may 

lead to confusion. 

Faoozzi ( 1993) identi ties three different measures oi duration. The tirst one. the \lacaulay 

Duration is actually a weighted average renn :o marurir;. \\. hich allows for the present value 

l}f all cash t1ows from an investment. In essence unlike maturity, duration considers all cash 

t1ows and thetr ti mings and not just the date the final payment is made 

!'r ·< T • 
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The second measure is the \lodified Duration which was de'¥eloped by Hicks in 1930. Thts 

1S stausticaJiy a better measure for volatility and it is used to esnmate the percentage volatility 

oi fixed income securities in practice. 
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The third measure identified by Fabozzi (1993) is the Portfolio Duration which is determined 

as the weighted average of durations of individual securities. The weights applies are the 

present values of the securities in the portfolio. It is therefore referred to as market weighted 
duration. 

P rfi I .n . ~ {price(PV)}* duration orr o tou11ranon = L 
, 1 "L fullpn ce(PV) 

In application. duration is used to measure the degree of nsk of a ponfolio (though more 

accurate is the modified duration measure) and also to construct hedges and weight arbitrage 
trades (Babic and Alj ino"ic. ~COl). 

~.6.10 Bond conve:tity 

T1is refers to the convex curve that results on planing a graph of yield to maturity (x-axis) 

and pnce change per basis point of yield. The convexity of bonds arises because ~he 0 o 

1 ncr ease n price when rates decline is greater than the a o decrea3e •vhen rates mcrease hence 

a convex graph This propeny of bonds causes j}e associated error m the estimate of pnce 

changes as a result of durationJmaturirv to mcrease as the change m yield mcreases 

( Fabozzi. l 093) 

f .. :m··e:xiry is as a result of the spread of cash tlows from the Juration point. The funher away 

•he cash ;:lows the higher i.he degree of convexity due to changes in vield This is due to the 

UJspersJon of present values 0f cash tlows about the duranon point (F abozzi, 2004 ). 

2.6.1 1 Bond Dispersion 

Disoersion is a measure to control the degree of barbelling arising as a resulti ng from the 

soread or cash flows during the time period unt1l maturity. This is particularly useful when 

considennQ the vtacaulav measure of duration where the discount rare is the vield to maturitv - , .. -
or the internal rate of ~erum of the bond (Blench, :!00~: San-Requejo. 1997). 



Techne (2004) indicate that in calculating yield to maturity or internal rate of return, we 

assume a flat yield curve at all times. In reality, the actual yield curve is inverted and 

depending on the degree of barbeling of cash flows the degree of inversion is more evident. 

It is therefore necessary to allow for the impact of dispersion when looking at different 

maturity structures ofbonds or investments when determining an investment strategy 

Fabozzi (1993) identifies three different maturity structures. The first being the barbell 

structure, which has two almost equal payments at extreme points on the time horizon This 

represents a volatile 'flat' curve assumption when plotting the yield curve due to the 

averagmg effect over the time horizon. ln reality though, this 'flat' curve is not 

representative. The second one is the even ladder structure where the cash tlows are almost 

even and equally spaced during the time horizon. An example of :h1s is the pc::nsion annUity 

pa~ments. The flat curve resulting on plotting the y1eld curve is represematl' t: of the actual 

' ieJds ro maturity since the cash t1ows are e'YenJy spaced. 

The third maturity structure is known as the bullet structure. This structure concentrates cash 

:1ows at a single point and usually at maturity such as zero-coupon bond. The Jssociated 

degree of risk exposure is correspondingly l}igher due to the time period to actual oavmem. 

Fabozzi (1993) further defines dispersion as the degree of barbeling or volatility of the assets 

andtor liabilities subject to the maturity structures. 

.., - Pension immunisation 

Th1s 1S an asset liability opttm1sanon strategy \Vhlch ts most e!recttvc when awvely 

momtored to take advantage of return enhancement. As mentioned earlier, immunisation is 

the locking up of a fixed rate of return over a pre-specttied period of time or ttme horizon. It 

can also be looked at as the generating or a minimum future value that meets a predefined 

obJective at the end of a specified horizon. 

The key therefore is to manage the structured programme such that the investor takes 

advantage of return enhancements while minimising opportumty cost and still benetit from 

lower risk that is optimise the portfolio. The interaction of the key factors that is duration. 

couPon rate, term to maturity and pnce volatility are atl tmponant in adoptmg an 

immunisation strategy (Investopaedia.com. 2004). 
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immunisation may be viewed from two perspectives: single period immunisation and multi
period immunisation. Single period immunisation focuses on locking up the returns for a 
given period while multi-period immunisation allows us to apply the principles applied m 
single period immunisation for multiple periods oftime. 

2.7.1 Single period immunisation for zero coupon bonds 

This is the simplest form of immunisation strategy and it focuses on actively managing a 
single time/planning horizon Single period immunisation is a very straightforward approach 
ro porrfolio management and more so when you constder a zero coupon bond and a single 
liability payout. Asset Consultants (:~004) use this form of immunisation to mtroduce trustees 
and investors into the concept of pension immunisation before extending it to more complex 
rorms 

B~ J~rinttion. a zero ~oupon bond. is one that allows the investor ro lock in a tixed rlte of 
interest for J fixed period after whtch they receive a single payment equal to the matumy 
\ an.:e Assummg a singie payout liaoiiity. it ts theretore possible m guar::unee tne tixed 
pa~ ment at the end of the period and hence immunise the liability. Conceptually. thts would 
~mail ensunng the payment at matunty is equal to or exceeds Lhe required liability payout at 
. . (F . . 190~) :.1e ume :1oozzt. , .) . 

f:lcozzi ( i 993 tdennties three conditions that have been establisned lS being imperative for 
;!f:e.;~!ve immumsanon. m order for an effective pension tmmunisation strategy to be 
imolemented it is necessar:.,.. tor the fund manager and the actuarial consultants to liatse ~o 
ensure these conditions are met. These conditions are that the duratton or assets should equal 
.:ur:mon o r" uabllicies. present value or· assets equal ltabliltles and dispersion oi uab1littes 
equal to Jssets 
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The concept of duration, which is the first condition, was applied by Redington in the 1950s 

to develop the technique of immunisation. Redington argued the average duration of the 

assets must equal the average duration (or time horizon) of the liabilities in order to 

effectively immunise the portfolio of the effects of small interest rate changes He felt by 

matching duration, assets and liabilities would be equally structured to price changes due to 

interest movements and hence liabilities would be immunised However, this condition is 

not sufficient because the value ofthe assets and liabilities would also need to be matched for 

this equal structuring to have an immunisation effect (Techne, 2004). 

Consider a five year zero coupon bond of KShs l 00,000 and a single period provident fund 

liability of KShs I ,000.000 payable in five years. Assume the prevailing rate of interest in 

the market is 9% per annum. The duration of the assets and the liabilities is the same at 5 

years hence the first condiuon for immunisation is met. However. the value of the assets and 

liabiiities are too disproportionate fur the value of assets to rnatcn or exceed the value of the 

liabilities and hence the liabilities are not immunised. 

The :5econd condition deals with the present ·value of both the as;)ets and liabilities should ne 

determmed using the mternal rate of rerum of the assets Th1s s necessary to ensure 

comparison and structuring of the investments to equallv match the liabilittes. From the 

example above, in order to immunise the proVIdent fund liability of one million. one would 

need to purchase a five-year. zero coupon bond with a present value of .<.Shs 6..13 ,937 and 

in\est it at the market interest rate of9°·o , the internal rate of return). 

2. -.~ Dispersion of liabilities = Dispersion of assets 

From the definition given by Fabozzi ( 1993 ), Immunisation is the investment of assets in 

such a way that the exisung business is immune (prOtected) from a general change in rate of 

imerest In order to do this on a continued basis, it would be important to a large extent to 

match the cash flows from the assets with the required liability cash flows. 
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Assume in the example above that the first two immunisation conditions are met. Further, 

assume analysis of the provident fund liabilities reveals that benefits are due for payment 

every quarter over the five-year period. Immunising the portfolio using a five-year zero 

coupon bond would not work. This is because the cash flows from the bonds are payable at 

maturity and hence the scheme would suffer a liquidity crunch which would force them to 

sell the bond (Fabozzi, 1993; San-Requejo, 1997). 

\latching the dispersion of the assets and liabilities, allows the investor to match the cash 

tlow \·ariations of the assets and liabilities to ensure the movements as a result of barbeling 

are retlected in the immunisation portfolio. For zero coupon bonds, it is possible to ensure all 

three conditions are met In addition, regardless of the future tlucruations in 1nterest rates the 

zero coupon bond portfolio is price insensitive as the issue of reinvestment and hence interest 

on interest element is not relevant. Further. zero coupon bonds can be cash matched and 

duration matched to the liabilities The objective or challenge m th1s case. therefore is to 

match rhe single period liabilities to the sing!e period cash tlow from the zero couoon bond 

( ~sset Consultants. 2004 ). 

~- .. . 3 Single period immunisation for coupon bonds 

Investment returns from coupon bonds anse from three sources These are ·he coupon 

payments. returns on reinvestment of the .:ouJ:on pa~ me:ns ana rrcm .:apit::li appreciat:cn on 

sale of the bonds This presents an added challenge not present in zero coupon bond 

immunisation. 

Th1s is the reinvestment problem arising due to the Interest on interest component of the 

returns Thts is particularly important tor long term bonds due to the impact of 

.:ompounding. The challenge theretore tor immunisation is ~o manage ·his problem while 

detennining the duration of the assets/bonds (Fabozzi, 1993; Andrews. l997) 
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Reinvestment risks arise because it may be difficult to find an investment security that 

pro"ides a larger or equal yield as the yield to maturity of the bond for reinvestment. This is 

further compounded by the fact that coupon proceeds could be consumed through taxation or 

e:o..'])enses before reinvestment_ Reinvestment risk can be managed or even reduced but not 

eliminated_ This can be done by investing in low coupon bonds hence the interest on interest 

component of return is minimal or by buying zero coupon bonds. The main disadvantage of 

using zero coupon bonds is the opportunity cost of not reinvesting coupons (Fabozzi, 2004, 

Reilley. :;oo3). 

For coupon bonds, according to Babic and Aljinovic (: 001), the duration of the bond is said 

to be the point when the impact of the capital gains and mterest on interest returns equally 

orTset each other Caonal gains Jre made when the 'llarket rates nse and hence price falls on 

the 11her hand the interest on interest component increases v.ith time Thts suggests that 

regardless on one-time interest movements an investor may still be able to earn the yield to 

m:mmty 1tthe holding period is equal ro the duration ofthe bond. 

~-- .-4 \lulti-period immunisation 

This allov.-s an investor to extend the pPnciples of singie period tmmunisation to create an 

immumsea portfolio that satisries ihe requirements of muiti-penod liabilities such as pension 

scheme 1iaoumes. 

Th :> ::. done by creattng different smgle pencd immunisation portfolios to match each of the 

mulu-pericd liability requirements. For example. if the liability comprises of 30 annual 

pa\ mems then the mvestor creates 30 single period tmmunised portfolios to match the 30 

liabtlity payouts This theretore implies the three conditions identified would need to hold 

tor dfective multi period immunisation (Fabozzi.. 1993) 
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The challenge however is determining the duration in respect of multi period liabilities For 

single period liabilities, duration is given as the remaining time in the planning horizon to the 

next payment oblig ation.. For multi-periods, the duration may be determined using the 

internal rate of return of the assets (bond portfolio) created to immunise the liabilities. 

However the internal rate of return is not known in advance because the asset portfolio 

needed fo r immunisation depends on the satisfactory meeting of the three immunisation 

conditions (Fabozzi, 1993; and Asset Consultants, 2004). 

To address this constraint, the construction of the immunised portfolio is an iterative process 

\\here the internal rate of rerum ('IRR') for the pon folio is advanced as a guestimate, the 

durauon and dispersion of the liabilities are then calculated on the basis of the IRR !;TUess and 

compared to the asset estimate. The process is repeated until a march IS determined Th1s 1s 

done to ensure all the three conditions hold for the mult1-period portfolio to offer reasonable 

prmect1on or immunisation from shifts in future yield curves 

2.-.5 Portfolio rebaJaocing 

San-Raouejo ( 1997) mdtcates that the rebalancing of an investment pontblio is crucial and 

ihis aop!ies for the immunisation strategy Rebalancmg is reat.:ired .o ensure at all times the 

ihree conditions are not violated. This is particularly so tor the duration .:ondirion \ hich is 

:!!'":e:::d by :he movement oftime and also when payments become due !so. =-~ca.ancing is 

nt!cessar: · to otTset the effects oi capital gains or losses with reinvestment return (Blenc:1 .1nd 

\ frle.:k-Graves, :wo:) 

For erTective rebalancmg of the immumsation porttolio, the investor re4uire~ ~oupon income. 

marured principal and proceeds obtained from liquidation of bonds to be reinvested m 

·ecunttes that maintain the overall portfolio duration equal to the remammg planning horizon 

or rhe liabilities (Fabozzi, ~004). This is necessary to ensure the portfolio achieves the target 

rerum despite of periodic movements in rates. 



2. 7.6 Limitations of the immunisation strategy 

Fabozzi (1993) and Blench (2002) identified the following three main limitations to adopting 

an immunisation strategy. The first limitation is that it may not be possible to immunise 

beyond a certain number of years using coupon-bearing instruments only. This is due to the 

inverse relationship between duration and prevailing yields and coupon rates. This is 

mttigated to a large extent by the use of longer-term zero coupon bonds which can match the 

longer planning periods 

Secondly, the target return for an immunised portfolio is determined on the basis of 

prevailing market rates at the time of initiation. The market rates are not constant over the 

planning period thus the rebalancing of the portfolio may involve reviewing the target rerum 

ar.d hence the reviewing the portfolio in its entirety (Fabozzi. 1903: Blench. 2002) 

Tbrdh. using ·he 11onnal Psk rerum trace off relationship the return from an imrnunised 

?Crrfol io mav be lower than that of a non-immunised portfolio smce its standard deviation (or 

risk) is lower smce ~he rerum is mere or less guar:rnteed in advanc~ This is largely due to the 

opponunity cost of not investing the resources in higher risk and htgher yielding assets such 

as >!qUtr. securittes (Fabozzi. 1993: Blench. ::oo:: 

"' -- V a nations to immunisation 

In order to deal with the above limitations to effectiYe implementation of an immunisation 

strat~~Y· a 'lumber of vanauons have been developed tFJbOZZl, 1993 ). One of ~he variations 

i~ rererred to as combmauorvhorizon matching which atms to provtde a durauon-matched 

portfolio with the added condition that it is also cash matched m the first tew years of the 

planning honzon Thts added liquidity condition is deemed necessary to ensure cash tlow 

neeas in the initial penod are met without requirement for rebalancmg of the entire portfolio. 

Th1s allows tor the flat yield curve assumption to apply as the initial period whtch is usually 

the one with the highest descent is catered for and hence it reduced risk of non-parallel shifts 

in the sloped yteld curve. ThP. combination/horizon matching vanatton however has very 

high ooponunitv costs due to the liquidity requirement and also reduced the swapping ability 

,)r· ·he nvestor. 



Contingent immunisation is another variation identified by Fabozzi (1993) which involves 

blending active management strategies and immunisation to provide a portfolio that is 

'acti\ely managed' with lower guaranteed return over the horizon. The floor or safety net 

return is usually set below the immunised rate thus giving the portfolio manager room to take 

ad\.antage of market movements. The challenge of this portfolio is it adds yet another 

element to be managed by the portfolio manager. This is the floor or minimum guarantee. 

The portfolio manager would need to rebalance the portfolio if this floor or minimum 

guarantee is violated even though all other factors are held constant. 

The use of derivative instruments may also act as a variation to immunisation Derivative 

instruments are a useful tool tor controlling and managing risk. These derivatives include 

options and futures which mav be used to replicate yields that are sensitive to the immunised 

ponfolio. They may also be used to take advantage of market movements and hence enhance 

returns on the imrnunised portfolio. The use oi derivative mstrumems and parncularly 10 

reiarion rc pens1on scheme funds is still under debate , Fabozz:. l°CJ: Chance. :003) 



CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research design 

The research study is a survey. In a bona fide survey, the sample is not selected haphazardly 

or only from persons who volunteer to participate. It is scientifically chosen so that each 

person in the population has a measurable chance of selection. This way, the results can be 

reliably projected from the sample to the larger population (ASA. ~004) . 

Information is collected by means of standardised procedures so that every indiv1dual is 

asked 1he same questions in more or less the same way. The survey's intent is not to describe 

rne particular individuals who. by chance. are part of the sample but to obtain a compos1te 

prorih:: of the population. The standard applicable for all reputable survey organisations is 

that indiv1dual respondents should never be idemitied m reporting survey tindings All of the 

sur.e~.'s resuits shouid be presented m completely anonymous scmmanes, such as statistical 

1:1ble:; and charts 

Given that rhe research study was to determine whethe:- the rramework exists tor 

Immunisation and the potential challenges that the implementation of this strategy would 

enc~unrer. 1t \.\aS deemed prudent to carry cut a survey. 

3.: Population 

The j"Opulation of the stuay constituted ail fund managers approved and registered by lhe 

Retirement Benetits Authority as well as all actuarial consulting 1irms approvea unaer the 

Retirement Benefits ~ct. JQ97 and subsequent Regulations As per the RBA ~ewsletter of 

S\!ptember ?.004 there are thineen registered fund managers and seven approved actuarial 

~onsulttng firms (see Appendix I). 



3.3 Data collection 

A semi-structured questionnaire was distributed to fund managers and actuarial consulting 

firms with a view to determining the future potential of having pension immunisation as an 

investment management strategy available to retirement scheme trustees. 

The questionnaire was administered through "drop and pick later'' method. This involved the 

distribution of a mail questionnaire to all respondents by either electronic mail Follow up 

telephone calls were made to ensure respondents had received the mail and that they were 

willing and ready to respond. 

The empirical findings of the tie\VS presented by the respondents \vere presented and any 

divergent views between the respondents reported and pamculany in cases where the 

respondents gave additional relevant information. T'1e results were anal-. sed usmg statistical 

methods 

3 . ..! Data analysis 

Dara was analysed by use of descnptive statistics including mean. mode and median 

measures The primary use of descriot1ve statistics was to describe information or data 

;:nrougn rhe use of numbers c:-eate :mmoe .. piciLres or lhe :niormation ). Descripuve sranst1cs 

\'-ere used to describe groups of numerical data such as test scores, number or hours of 

instruction. or the number of students enrolled in a particular course (Defusco. 2004). 

Descriptive statistics such as mean, mode and percentages were useo to analyse ·he data and 

graphs and charts used to present the results. ln particular. frequency graphs, histograms. and 

scatter graphs have been used 

C )ffiparauve analysis was used to identify the differences in vtews be~een the fund 

managers and the actuarial consultants regarding the concept of portfolio immunisation and 

the potential challenges that would be faced in applying the strategy to retirement funds in 

Kenya. 



CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

The population of the study comprised of all thirteen fund managers and the seven actuarial 

consultants approved and/or registered with the Retirement Benefits Authority under the 

Retirement Benefits Act 1997 and subsequent Regulations as set out above . 

.4.1 Actuarial consulting firms 

There are currently seven (7) actuarial consulting firms registered with the R~tirement 

Benefits Authority to practice in Kenya. Of the seven. only tbur, which represents 57~o of the 

total population. have physical presence n Kenya. 

')uesnonna1res were disrf.buted to all seven actuarial consulting firms by email and tbllow up 

usmg telephone calls maoe to the respondents in Kenya with follow up emalls se'lt to 

re~pondents abroad Ccm1rmation of receipt of quest ionnaires was received from all 

resoondents Responses were received from three out of the tbur of the actuarial consulting 

:irms with presence 1n K~nya 

R~socndents rrom the three actuarial consulting ~irms located outstde Kenya indicated they 

felt the level of sophistication of the Kenyan retirement benefits industry was snll too 'ow to 

.!:1~p:;e m a porttolio 1mmumsation strategy. It is also important to note that mest! tirms have 

nor ..:arried out actuarial work in Kenya tbr an extended period of time thus may 'lOt have an 

exi:,t!ng client (schemes) porttblio to enable them respond to the questionnaire. 

T:1e questionnai re was also forwarded to tbur of the largest insurance companies m Kenya. as 

determined in the report from the Commissioner of Insurance. which have established 

actuarial departments to expand target population size. Of these insurance companies. only 

me responded to the quesrionna~re. It is important to note that this particular firm also has a 

subsidiary that acts as fund manager to a number of schemes in the market. 

Follo·:. up telephone conversauons with the remaining three insurance companies revealed 

that thev are fully reliant on the guaranteed schemes arrangement through thetr deposit 

aumtnistration product and hence have not given an~ consideration to portfolio immumsation 

as a strategy. 



4.2 Fund managers 

Questionnaires were distributed to the thirteen fund managers approved and regjstered with 

the Retirement Benefits Authority. Of the thirteen fi rms. five of them are affiliated 

companies or subsidiaries of insurance companies with one having been registered at the end 

of the year 2004. 

Only one (20%) of the firms affiliated to insurance companjes was able to fill the 

questionnaire with the rest indicating that they have yet to rollout portfolio management 

ser. ices to retirement schemes in Kenva. Tills is largely explained by the fact that the core 

business of these subsidiaries currently is to manage the investments of the insurance 

companies including the deposit administration guaranteed schemes) portfolio 

One of the registered fund manager tirms is a subsidiary of a major bank, tinancial institution 

1r "<~nya and rhus · s largely involved in the pcrrtolio management oft he banks assets and not 

portfolio management oi reurement schemes. This firm did not fill the questionnaire. 

Of the remaining seven registered fund managers rive responded to the questionnaire. Thus 

m wml of all the fund manager respondents in the population oniy six rillec the questionnaire 

Th1s represents approx1matei~ 50° o of the total population. 

Table 3: Response rate of fund mana!H~r respondents 

Number of Number of 
Response 

Respondents Responses 
Approached Received 

R1te 

-\tTiliated or subsidiaries to I 
5 I I : 0°'o 

msurance companies I I 

Affiliated or subsidiaries to bank 
I 

1 0 QO' 

I I 
1 0 

l Other registered fund managers 7 I 5 71.4% 
I _!_ 

I 
Total 13 6 ~6.2°~ 

I 
'I.e I 

~ ource Research DatJ 



4.3 Empirical findings and analysis 

The views presented by respondents are presented and analysed under three areas based on the research objectives and covered in the questionnaire. The first area was to determine v.hether a framework to support immunisation of retirement benefits schemes exists in Kenya. The second is to detennine if the trustees (through the fund manager and actuarial consultants) estimate the maturity value and present values of the assets and liabilities prior to making investment decisions The final aspect as to identify the potential challenges foreseen by the fund managers and the actuarial consultants should immunisation of retirement benerits schemes be practiced in Kenya. 

Fur.her the results are viewed based on the two categories· fund managers and actuanal .: 'nsultants Descriptive statistical analysis were undertaken in order to rev1ew the re!aucnsnip amongst the respondents wtthin each cate3cry as well as between the £\\iO 
care3ones 

p~~liminar..r analvsis reveals that the responses of he responaems within the same category 
. -

di:':er sli!!htlv with the differences arising lar!!elv from minor technical details or 
- _, - - .. 

lr:terpretations. Given that the respondents m each category interact with each other and vFer:ue in the same economic environment, consensus is predictable. 

h 15 important to note. that the preliminary analysis reveals divergence in views bet\\leen the 
l',\O .:ategories Th1s divergence arises from bas1c principles such as the level of involvement o,· the parties in mvestment dec1sions making to more technical aspec•s of immunisatiCn Ti1is divergence is revealed by the statistical analys1s. 



4.3.1 Existence of framework to support immunisation of retirement benefits schemes 

in Kenya? 

Respondents from both categories agree that a framework for immunisation of retirement 

benefits schemes exists in Kenya. This is supported by the statistics belo~ that indicate that 

the respondents were able to categories retirement schemes by their liability profile, have the 

technical capacity to support the strategy, manage a significant volume of business (or assets) 

and there is reasonable level of trustee involvement in investment decision making. 

The first two questions in the questionnaire aimed to determine whether the respondents are 

able to categories schemes by their design and structure of the scheme (also referred to as the 

scheme· s liabtlity profile) . 

:\1! the actuarial consultants respondents .,ro-...tced this breakdown and onlv one of the fund 

managers declined to comolete rhis section c;ting that the\ felt this was proprietary 

information that could not be divulged i.O third parties. 

The accurac· ot the responses provtded by the respondents has not however been 

mdeoendemlv veritied. It is possible from the level of detail provided by some of the 

respondents m the quesuonnatre to mter accuracy and completeness of the responses. For 

~xample. some of the responses 3iven b~ respondents mcludea ··For the purposes of this 

questionnaire \.ve are focusing on segregated funds {and not guaranteed schemes". ·'All 

pro\ idem funds are defined contribution schemes·· and ''Defined benefits schemes (including 

hyomi schemes) ... 



The responses given to the questions regarding the presence or absence of adequate technical 

ability are summarised in the table below. 

Table 4: Presence of required technical ability 

j 

Actuarial Fund 

Consultants .1.\'Ianagers 

No. % No. •;. 

.\ verage number of employees per firm 9 I 
I 

100% 9 100'!1.. 

Averages (weighted by total number of employees per firm) 

- ~umber of employees withJpursuing first degree I I I I 
7 78°'o 7 ... 8°1o 

I 

I l 
'\.umber of employees withipursumg second degree 

... 
- "'"'10 1 ., """0 

I - -- 0 - .:.- t O 

' j 

- ~umber oi empioyees withlpursumg protessionai ~xams I -l 4-!0~ -l I tO 

I I 
...- 0 

"• ur.:~ Rcsc:trch Dara 

Ti1e Jnalysis above reveals that approximately 73° o of the •echnical employees hired by both 

ihe acruarial consulting and fund manager r1rms are graouate emplo~ees This indicates ~ne 

eve! Of importance placed Qn .education. 

The average number 0f two empioyees with second Jegrees ts O\.ver than the average number 

ot rour employees undertak:ng "'lf having professional exammations in both .:ategories The 

reliance o f professional e:<aminaticns to attain designations such as Fellow of the Institute of 

-\~ruanes tFIA) or Chartered Financial Analyst (CFAE) is .:ommon in highly specialised 

f etas such as actuarial consulting and ponfolio management 

The shtft in focus to protessional knowledge and qualifications is essenttal if the level of 

sophi:mcation of the market is to be increased. It is anticipated in subsequent years an 

in~:-easmg number of employees will attain the relevant protessional qualifications and 

provide this added resource base to the retirement benetits sector m Kenya . 

.19 

I 
! 



Immunisation is a portfolio management strategy that aims to match assets and liabilities. 

This strategy can only be applied therefore to assets managed by fund managers who have 

some degree of discretion by which to actively manage the portfolio. This section aims to 

identify the level of investments held by Fund managers in Kenya in order to determine the 

scope for immunisation. 

Table 5: Amount of retirement scheme investments managed by fund managers 

Current Aggregate Portfolio Range for Number of Firms Percentage (o/o) 
, Fund managers 

KShs Om - KShs SOm - -

I I 

KShs 'Om - KShs 200m I I 16 7°~ 
I 

KShs 200m - KShs SOOm I .., 3J JO~ 

KShs 500m and above 
... 50 O~o .) 

. 
Toral 6 100.0% 

Sourct! R~selrcll D~ta 

:oo o of the respondents indicated that dleir current aggregate portfolio in respect o r' 

retirement benetits schemes are valued at over KShs 500m. 33 3% of the tirms indicated that 

:ne '·alue oithe aggregate ponfoiio lies benveen KShs :oom and KShs 500m with lo.7% of 

·ne tirms indicating that the -.alue of its aggregate ponfolio if between KShs 50m and KShs 

: • m. The tirm with •he lowest aggregate portfolio is the insurance company affiliate that 

nas onl~ recently began to provide the fund management servtce to retirement benetit 

schemes. 

.. 



Graph 1: Distribution of aggregate retirement fund portfolio with fund managers 
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Ir i!> therefore reasonable to assume that with time the level of a.sse~s managed by professional 

rund managers will increase. This will give Fund managers ~reater responsibility and 

int1uence over the investment decistons of schemes and to some exrenr the capital market in 

Kenya in which retirement funds fonn a large part of the institutional investors 

The iesponaents · n the fund -nanager category have indicated the following breakdown in the 

average "Weighted breakdown of their current ag~m!gate Jsset porrroiio in respect or retirement 

~enetirs scheme assets that they manage 

:'I 



Table 6: Breakdown of weighted average current aggregate portfolio of retirement 

funds under fund managers 

I KShs Om- KShs SOm 13% 

KShs 50m- KShs 200m 

KShs 200m- KShs 500m 

KShs SOOm and above 

-:,, •I n:e Rese::trch Darn 

The graph below pro' ides an mcication of the distribution oi <he total aggregate asset 

por.torios of retirement benefit scnemes assets managed by the fund manager respondents 

Graph ~= Distribution of tot.:ll aggregate asset portfolios of retirement funds 
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One of the respondents in the fund manager category (indicated in our analysis as firm 

number two), did not provide any indication oftheir portfolio breakdown citing proprietary 

information not available to third parties. This one firm represents 16.7% ofthe total number 

of fund manager respondents who participated in the survey. For purposes of determining the 

averages it is assumed that the second responded had an equal distribution of schemes in each 

category of asset value of 25% of total portfolio. 

The above analysis indicates that each firm manages a diverse range of schemes if they were 

co be categori sed by assets. Immunisation as a portfolio management strategy would be most 

suitable for schemes with larger asset bases that allow for diversification of investments. 

Smaller schemes typically tend to invest in guaranteed schemes and other collective 

investment schemes to enJOY economies of scale particularly wtth regard to expenses as well 

as greater di versification from the pool of investments. Immunisation '"-Ould therefore be 

difficult ·o implement for schemes •vith small asset bases 

R~tlr~ment schemes are one of the argest instiruticnal investors in ihe capital markets T'le 

::-enrement scheme funds oro-.tde a large source vf investment revenue tor the capital markets 

around the -.vorld It is therefore imponant ~o determine the eve! of investments of retirement 

schemes in Kenya in the capital markers. 

The gr:tph below shows the percentage (0 '0) asset allocation of respondent fund manager 

firms. This is the a llocauon of their current asset pontolio as a percentage (%) of total assets. 

The graph shows that the larger propomon of che assets are ildd in tixea income secunues, 

wtuch comprise of trea.surv bills and bonds. corporate paper J.nd bonds amongst others 

Th1s suQuests that alreadv there is a viable level of tixed income secunues tradinu in the -- .. -
capital market and that the trustees of schemes are familiar with bond trading. This is 

necessary for implementation of an effective immunisation strategy which relies to a large 

extent on the bond portfolio 
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Graph 3: Proportion of asset allocation of retirement funds with the fund manager 
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fh~ RetiremenT Benetits Authom y has provided guidelines for invl!stmems of retirement 

funds This gu idelines v.-ere prepared with reference to modern portfolio theory which 

.:luggesrs that returns are achieved thougn diversification and nence has allowea tor a scheme 

to hold a di\·ersified portfolio 

Table - : Comparison of the distribution of the average percentage portfolio of 

r~tiremen t assets with respondent firms as compared to the RBA zuidelines 

Asset Oass (Maximum 

Property 10 3% 30 0% 

Fi'\ed income securities 56 8% 85 QO{, 

Equities 18.6% 75 oo~ 

Cash and demand deposits 87% 5 0°~ 

Otfshore investments 5 2°·o 15 QO{, 

~hers 0 5°o 5.0°o 

ourcc Resource Data 
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With exception of the cash and demand deposits., all the other asset classes are held within the 

RB A. guidelines with over 500/o being invested in fixed income securities. The 0 5% 

investments in other asset classes represent investments in guaranteed schemes and other 

collective investment vehicles such as unit trusts. 

Coder Trust Laws and the RBA Rules and Regulations, the Trustees are the ultimate 

dec•sions makers of a retirement scheme. One of the key fiduciary responsibilities of trustees 

is to ensure that the assets of the scheme are prudently invested and managed. Ln order to 

ensure this is done, the RBA Rules and Regulations require that the Trustees obtain expert 

ad\.ICe from their service providers. It is therefore necessary to determine whether the 

Trustees are taking expert advice and more so if they take this into consideration during 

dec1ston-making. 

All the fund manager respondents indicate that majority of schemes that they manage hold 

quanerlv trustees meeungs in which they are in attendance With exception of one 

respondent. all the other resoondems indicate that they present the repon to the Trustees 

themselves during the meeting. Further, all the respondents indicated that the Trustees make 

adequate use or' the informattcn prov1ded in the mvestment reports 

\VI! can nfer from the above that aaequate attention is paid to the asset side of management 

or' retirement funds when making mvestrnem decisions. With respect to immunisation as an 

assc! li ability matching strategy it is necessary ro de:ermine ir· similar or more attemtcn IS 

pa•d ro the liability prorile of the scheme when taking investment decisions. 

The responses from actuarial consultants are very var:ed and this is probably an mdtcation 

that the level of involvement of the actuarial consuitants IS uncertain. Th1s IS probably aue to 

the fact that the RBA Rules and Regulations reqUJre that the fund manager submtt and 

present a quarterly investment report to the Trustees. this is however not so for the actuarial 

consultant. 
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70% of the actuarial consultant respondents indicated that the Trustees and/or sponsoring 

employers raise important issues affecting Scheme liabilities pnor to dectsion-making. In 

addition, all the respondents indicate that 1000/o of the schemes fail to raise the issues 

immediately they occur, with 40% of the respondents indicating that issues affecting Scheme 

liabilities are raised at subsequent actuarial valuations whilst another 40~·o of the respondents 

indicate that these issues are never raised. This suggests that the level o f attention given to 

the management of the liability profile of the scheme when making investment decisions is 

lov.-· This makes it difficult to effectively implement an immunisation strategy for the 

retirement scheme. 

f~r:her. the effective management of the scheme liabilities is hampered by the fact that o"er 

c,,o,., vr' the respondents also indicated that the Trustees do not attach adequate tmportance ro 

ibe actuarial report and recommendations Some of the opin ions g iven b;y respondents 

inc ude ··Gi\en they 1 trustees) fail ro understand the nature of the report in most cases. tt is 

dtf=:cu:t for them to implement the ~ecommendations maae:·. ' ·The acruarial) repons fultill 

regularory role o nly fo r most trustees. They assume the administrator will implement 

~~::o lilmendattons made:· and .. In most cases they ltrusteesJ dl) net understand .he ssues 

;-aised: ·. 

T'~ese detailed responses suggests that t here is a k:towledge gap that needs to be addressed if 

t:-t:stees 3re to make adequate use or mtormaticn reg::traing the scneme:> liability pmtiles . 

c0° o of rhe respondents mdic::ued that in most cases the scheme aaministraror and not the 

actuarial consultant present the actuarial report. This IS an additional hurdle that would "leed 

to be addressed in resol'viDg challenge of knowledge gap with respect to ac~anal 

considerations 

The level of involve ment of the actuarial consultants is iunher llusrrated o ... the fact that 60°~ 

of the respondents indicated that they attend quan erly meetings as and when needed Thts 

lack of conunued involvement of the actuarial consultants means the Trustees do not have 

nt!eded input on the liability profile o f the scheme when making investment decisions 

Fur.her. the actuarial consultant is no t in the picture as to the nature of discussions taking 

place wirh regard to the asset allocation and investment strategv ofrhe scheme. which ~orm a 

useful basis for evaluating actuarial assumptions, used in evaluatmg the liabtlity profi le of the 

scheme. 
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4.3.2 Determine if the trustees (through the fund manager and actuarial consultants) 

estimate the maturity value and present values of the assets and liabilities prior 

to making investment decisions 

The second part of the questionnaire and the analysis focused on the technical aspects of 

immunisation that involve the determination of the present and maturity values of the assets 

and liabilities prior to decisions making. 

Table 8: Descriptions of asset liability matching by the fund manager respondents 

Respondent 

Firm 1 

firm ! 

fi rm 3 

firm~ 

firm 5 

Firm 6 

Description 

"It IS the abtlity to ensure the scheme meets its obligations as and when 

thev fall due and at the same time. maximisinl! returns on assets of the - -
scnerne." 

--Trying to ensure that the mcome stream from a portfolio of assets 

pro\ ides/matches rhe liability requirements on a timing basis.'' 

, .. Taking into account im esrmenrs and im esrment income v:tlues and 

ensuring these match liabilities·· 

··Ensuring Jssets equal liabdmes at all times ·· 

1 .. Attempting ro have the \·aiue of total assets equal to total accrued 

I liabilities in a pension scheme such that if the scheme was to wmo up at 

any particular time all beneficiaries would get •heir promised benetit in 

full., 

I 
.. T o stn.tLture ponfoii~. to mature on the m~enJeJ im esrmem horizon I 

We match he mvestment assets11ncome with expected 

liabtlity/expense '' 

'S, urce Rese:1rch Data 



Table 9: Descriptions of asset liability matching by actuarial consultant respondents 

I 
! 

Respondent ,.. Description · .. 
I' . 

Firm 1 "P ronuses to pay certain liabilittes in future are backed by equivalent I 
assets. The asset value requires to be higher than the liabilities to 

ensure a return on investments.'' 

Firm 2 

Firm 3 

Firm -+ 

Firm "' 

.. A process of ensunng that assetslliabllnies are evenlv matched ar all 

times bearing in mind the classes of assets that would assist cover the 

liabilities better'' 

··It ts an ongoing precess of ll)ing to ensure that the liabilities of a 1 
scheme are adequately funded by its assets ' 

I ··Ensuring that rhe value of:.tssets equal the value ofthe liabiliues at all 

times.. I 
··It im oh e;:, maktn:; sure the riming o r .tsset proceeds m:Hches the 

timing of liabilities outgo" 

, ur.:~ Rese:lrch Dat=t 

lr is clear from the above descriptions that the 'i.Jnd manager and actuarial consultant 

respondents are tamiliar with the concept of asset liability matching. This ;s supported by the 

S!~tlsucal analvsis that reveals that 8C0 '> of the actuarial consuitants as .:ompared m l 00° o of 

the fund managers indicate that they are famil iar with the concept or bond mmunisation In 

addition. approximately 80° o of the actuarial consultants and fund managers are also of the 

opinion that Immunisation is an asset liability matching strateg) 



With respect to available technical ability. 92% of the fund manager respondents indicated 

that they currently have the technical capability to support asset liability matching. This 

compares to 40% affirmation from the actuarial consultants. 

Graph 4: Presence of technical capability in fund manager and 

actuarial consultant respondent firms 

1(").._ • -

rro 

s ... x .rce. R~search Data 

C - 111;11131 :: ·rosu ' J rt 

C F 1 ,lanaq-r 

With regard to determining the Lechnical aspects of the asset and liability proriies of a 

;-et:rement scheme prior to takmg a decision. IOO~'o of both the actuarial consultants and fund 

manager respondents indicate they value the present values of the liabtlities and assets 

respectively 
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Table 10: Level of determination of the other technical aspects of immunisation 

Technical Aspect Required 
Fund Manager 

Time horizon 0% 83% 

Present values 100°/o 

~laturity values 60% 

Duration 40% 67% 

Risk profile 

~l urc~ Research Data 

The table above shows that some of the acruarial .:onsultams and fund managers determine 

;he required techmcal information to implement immunisation srratesry. [t is of concern 

hov.ever to note that duration which is a ke; element tor immumsauon is nnly determined by 

-W0 o of the actuarial consul tams and o 7°'o of the fund manager respondents. 

For effective implementation of an immurusaticn strategy there needs to be continuous and 

;!nectt\e level of interaction between the fund manager and the actuar:al consultant. This is 

essenual to ensure fund managers are intbrmed about the liability protile of the scheme and 

the actuanal consultant is aware about movements in the value of assets and associated risks 

protile of the assets. 

The analysis below shows that there is at least some level of consultation between the fund 

manager and the actuarial consultants. ln panicular. the graph below shows that 6"'0 'o of the 

funct manager respondents consider the liability profile of the scheme and consult with the 

actuarial consultants on an on-going bas1s. 
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Graph 5: Level of consideration of investment/liability profile by the actuarial 

consultant and fund manager respectively for decision making 

1 C~ 

tlone 

=.) Jr.:e Research Data 

L.ttle 'n trustees 
request 

Slightly more by A lot .lnd on an on-

refenng ro repo"s gomg basrs 

O Actuarlal Consu.tant 

O Fund Manager 

The ana h. SIS shows that none of ·he fund manager respondents indicated that they only 

..:onstder the iiabi liry profile on the reque5t of trustees while none of .he 1ctuarial consultants 

ia\ e indicated an on-going consultmg basis with the lUnd manager. The zero response by 

.1cruar.al consultants on the on-gomg consultation is negated by the fact mat almost 70° o of 

:ht:: tUnc 'Tlana!Zers indicateo that ihev have a lot ana on-2om~ consultarion with the actuarv 
-

# 
- -

.. 

on the Iiabilitv protile of the scheme. There is a mis-match ot communication and 

informanon sharing between the two parties. which imit the effewve implementation or~ an 

. . 
ImmuntsatJon strategy 
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The graph below shows that the extent of consultation varies between the different firms and 

categories. The analysis reveals that there is general consensus between the respondents for 

the need for involvement of the other party. 

Graph 6: Defmition of tbe nature of relationship between actuarial consultants 

and fund managers 

40% ~--------------r-~--------~--~-----------------

J5% ~-------------4 

~G% ,..-----------------1 

no consultauon consult .vnen 

c1rct.mstances 

dlc:ate 

-----------~ -----------
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Graph 7: Areas of actuariaJ consultant involvement in investments 
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1 Ql)<>" of the acruariai consultant respondents fed th!!ir invoiv~ment is useful to the fund 

manager when making investment decisions especiall~ with regard to the setting of 

in' esrmem objectives and risk tolerance. This compares to 33°, of the fund manager 

~espondems who are of the opinion that consulting with the actuarial consultant on this 

.lscec~s. 

It is interesting to note that the fund manager respondents are ol the opinion that an actuarial 

consultant should be involved in the evaluation of investment performance. which is an ilrea. 

not raiseo by the actuarial consultants m the survey but whicn s essential tor effective 

mmunisation. This is because as a unbiased third party such as the actuarial consultant mav 

assisr the trustees evaluate the mvestment performance of the imd manager versus the 

tm.estment objectives set with reference to the liability protile. 
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The analysis shows there is general consensus that there is need for increased level of 

im·olvement of actuarial consultants in the setting of investment objectives and risk tolerance. 

This is because the level of risk that a scheme can take on is affected by the liability profile of 

the scheme at the time. ln additio~ in order to meet their fiduciary responsibility to manage 

and invest schemes assets prudently, the trustees need to appreciate that the key objective of 

their investments is to ensure liabilit ies are fully funded fo r at all times Hence, need for 

actuarial expertise. 

~.3.3 What are the potential challenges foreseen if immunisation of retirement benefits 

schemes was to be practiced in Kenya? 

All actuarial consultant respondents indicated that they are of the opinion that there is scope 

for immunisation of retirement schemes in Kenya. There is however a fifty-fifty split 

amongst the fund managers on this issue. Some of the potential challenges identified by the 

::c~arial consultants and fund manager ~espcndems are discussed below. 

11-:e '1eed for trustees to continually manage ~heir poniblios particularly in cases where the 

Snc manager has limited or no discretion in making investment decisions The zero or 

ttmited discretion given bv trustees to fund managers in Kenya make Jt ditTtcult for them to 

Jcti\ely manage portfolios forcmg them to adopt buy and hold passive strategies for portfolio 

tmmumsarion. Thts would need ·o be addressed prior to constdenng Implementation of an 

immunisation strategy for a scheme. 

The le'.el of tech meal expertise and resources in terms of technical personnel and specialised 

software to cany out asset liability matching is also doubtful. The need for sophisticated 

systems and special ists to undertake the highly involving active management strategies 

;equired as pan of immunisation are currently lacking :Vtajonty of the firms although 

encouraging employees to undertake professional exams have very few (if any) already 

qualified staff In addition, in most cases the level of employment, seen at an average 9 

emoloyees per firm, may be too small to effectively manage an immunisation strategy which 

requires combtnattOn of active ma .. '\gement with passive management strategies 



The need for communicating and disseminating information to the trustees as well as to other 

service providers bas been identified as a possible challenge. The analysis has indicated that 

although both the fund manager and actuarial consultants are familiar with the technical 

aspects, the trustees fail to effectively use this information in making decisions. This is a 

chaJlenge that would need to be managed. 

Lack of depth in the capital market has also been identified as one of the key challenges. The 

need for long term fixed income securities that match the liability profile and particularly 

long-term nature of retirement scheme liabilities need to be introduced The limited number 

of assets available in the Kenya capital market also affects the level of liquidity of the 

markets Limited liquidity in the capital markets in Kenya poses a very btg challenge for 

active portfolio management, which requires the investor to be able to enter and exit the 

marker v.-ith reasonable ease without making unaue losses. Immunisation is a hybrid strategy 

that would require liquidity for effective reoalancing of •he pontolio. 

Economic fundamentals in Kenya as an emerging marKet are still undetined and ·olatile 

This makes asset iiability matching a subjecti\ e process that relies largely on the assumptions 

made by the actuarial consultant and fund manager The techmcal ability to develop. 

:lterpret and even review models to allow for the peculiar nature of economic fundamentals 

in Kenya has been identified as a limitation. This ts further accentuated by the lack oi 

re!iao1e historical economtc data from wmcn to de .. e!op reasonao1e assumptions and moae1s 

:or asset liability matching 

Extent of under-funding of most retirement bendirs schemes in Kenya and in parucular 

defined benefit schemes, makes it difficult to mtroduce an asset-liaotlity matching strategy 

such as immunisation because already there is a pre-existing m1s-match of the value of assets 

and liabilities It is therefore suggested. by one respondent that portfolio immumsation 

\Vould be more appropriate for frozen or very mature plans. 

The role of the fund manager has been prescnbed by the exiSting legislation. This has 

ensured that the asset/investment profile of retirement schemes in Kenya are constantly being 

monitored and managed. This is however not the case for the actuarial consultants, whose 

role has been diluted over rime. This paper pro'vides a useful basis bv which the Retirement 

Benefits Authority may be approached to review their position on the role of the actuary and 

more so for defined contribution schemes 



CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS, 

RECOMMENDATIONS, OF STUDY AND 

5.1 Summary of findings and conclusions 

The survey of the actuarial consultants and fund managers has revealed that the concept of 

ammumsation is not new in Kenya with both the fund managers and actuarial consultants 

being familiar with the concepts. The analysis further shows that although the concept is 

familiar, very linle if any, effort has been made to make this strategy a reality. This may 

largely be due to the fact that the level of investor sophistication is still very lov. m Kenya. 

Ir is antictpated that as trustees become more familiar with their fiduciary duties. they will 

demand for added value from their service providers. One of the areas that the trustees may 

consider is immurusation because of its perce1ved benetits :n managing risks wh1lst 

maximising returns. This will force players in the market to redefine heir service offering to 

take into accoum the mcreased sophistication of the investors and trustee:> 

The analysis has also shown that the fund managers and actuarial consultants are able to 

evalcare ·he technical aspects required ror immunisation namely: present values. marumy 

\ alues. duration and time honzon measures of their assets and liabilities Although the 

technical expertise in respect of asset liability modeling and need for specialised software 

have been Identified as potential challenges. the analysis ltas shown that the basic know-how 

is present among the technical employees in the sector. 

Thts study therefore shows that to a large extent the framework to support Immunisation 

extsts in Kenya. This framework is provided by the professional expertise available to 

trustees through the actuarial consultants and fund managers, the availability of diversified 

assets for investments in the capital market and a vibrant fixed income securities market with 

a bias for govemmem securities which have relatively lower associated risks which trustees 

aiready have exposure to. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS, 

RECOMMENDATIONS, LIMITATIONS OF STUDY AND 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

5.1 Summary of findings and conclusions 

The survey of the actuarial consultants and fund managers has revealed that the concept of 

Immunisation is not new in Kenya with both the fund managers and actuarial consultants 

being familiar with the concepts The analysis further shows that although the concept is 

iamiliar, very little if any. effort has been made to make this strategy a reality. This may 

1argely be due to the fact that the level of investor sophistication is still very lov.· rn Kenya. 

It is anticipated that as trustees become more familiar with their tiduciary duties. they will 

demand for added value from thetr servtce pro ... iders. One of the areas that the trustees may 

consider 1s immunisation because of its perceived benefits in managing risks whilst 

maximistng returns This will force pia •ers in the market to redefine their service offering to 

take mto accuum the mcreased sophistication of the investors and ~rustees. 

The analysis has also shovvn that the fund managers 31ld actuarial consultants are able ~o 

evaluate the technical aspects required fo r immunisation namely: present values. maturity 

values. duration and time horizon measures of their assets and liabilities. Although the 

tecnmcal expenise in respect of asset 1iab1lity modeling and need for specialised software 

ha• e been identitied as potential challenges. the analysis ,as shown that the basic knO'v-how 

IS present among the technical emplo~ees ;n the sector. 

This studv therefore shows that to a large extent the rramework to support immunisation 

exists tn Kenva. This framewo rk is p rovided by the professional expertise available to 

truStees thr .• ~... h · 1 Ita ts and fund managers tbe availability of diversified 
ou5u t e actuana consu n ' 

assets t"or ·
1
n . h · 1 arket and a vibrant fixed income securities market v.ith 
\estments m t e capita m 

a b1as fior no . . . h. h have relatively lower associated risks which trustees 
:: \emment secunues w 1c 

already have exposure to . 
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The study has however highlighted that despite general consensus from the fund managers 

and actuarial consultant respondents, there is scope to practice immunisation strategy in 

Kenya. However, there are a number of challenges or limitations that would need to be 

addressed prior to implementation. 

The results of the survey have shown that there exists a framework for immunisation of 

retirement benefits schemes. In parricular. that fund managers and actuariaJ consultants 

determine the present values of the assets and liabilities of retirement benefit schemes prior to 

making recommendations. Further. the survey has shown that the fund managers and 

actuarial consultants, in most cases, determine the maturity values of the retirement benefits 

schemes assets and liabi lities as part of their sef'.lce offering. The survey however identifies 

that although the fund managers and actuarial consultants determine this information they 

rare!~ cooperate in makmg use of Lhe infonnauon. This is but one of the challenges 

Identified in this study that hinders the tmplementation of pension immumsatton in Kenya. 

5.2 Limitations of the study 

Though all th1rteen registered fund manager firms and seven actuarial consulting tirms were 

approached only six of the registerea fund manager firms and five of the actuarial consulung 

tirns responded. The small number of actuarial consulting and fund manager finns based m 

1\..!n\ a maK.es 1t difficult to carr; cut aetatled analysis such as tests ci nypcrhe:.·s as pan of 

rh.ts studv 

Secondly the study targeted funri managers and actuarial consultants who are appomted by 

scneme trustees as service prO'vlders It has been assumed that ·he :.ef'vice prov1ders are 

allowed some discretion in makmg decisions with respect to the management of the 

renrement fund assets. This may nOt always be the case since the final decis1on makmg 

authonty and responsibility lies with the trustees 

The study covers only a proportion of the registered retirement benefits funds in the country. 

Funds administered under the deposit administrauon arrangements and collective mvestment 

schemes such as unit trusts with players other than the respondent fund managers have not 

been included. The population is therefore not representative of all the retirement benefit 

schemes in the country 
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5.3 Recommendations 

The concept of immunisation is attractive and should be explored further. Steps need to be 

taken by the trustees through their appointed fund managers and actuarial consultants to 

develop the framework for implementing an immunisation strategy. For example, during the 

quanerly meetings the actuarial consultant should be requested to give the trustees a brief 

overview of their opinion on the proposed investment strategy and investment performance 

reponed by the fund manager. This opinion should take into consideration the liability 

profile and the prevailing investment objectives. 

The Retirement Benefits Authority should lobby the Capital ~larkets Authority for the 

mtroduction of long term maturity securities for investment of retirement fund assets whtch 

are generally long term in nature. The lack of depth in the capital market challenge would be 

panty addressed by this measure The Retirement Benefits Authority should also work with 

ihe ~airobi Stock Exchange and other players in the market to educate trustees on the need to 

dhersify thetr ponfolios As truStees diversify thetr portfolios ana allow their fund managers 

increased discretion in making investment decisions the liquidit:v in the market should 

Improve. Thts iS expected because the retirement fund assets form a large proportion of the 

institutional investors in capital markets woridwide. 

5.4 Suggestions for further research 

There are a number of conceptual issues that ha\ie ansen from this StUdy that would be 

suitabte for further research It would be important to investigate the appreciation of the 

:rustees. as the tinal decision makers in retirement benefits schemes, of the concept of asset 

liability matching and in particular immunisation 

Secondly, research on the possible causes for the lack of interaction between the fund 

managers and the actuarial consultants would also be useful as a basis by which to resolve the 

challenge of communication. Thirdly, the implementation of the immunisation strategy in 

other countries should be investigated and comparisons between funds that have adopted the 

1 mmunise~ion strategy and those that have not be made. This would form a useful basis tor 

reurement fund trustees in Kenya to carry out a cost benefit analysis of implementing this 

strategy It would also provide evidence to the Capital 'vfarket Authority and the Retirement 

Benefits Authority of the potential economic benefits of an immunisation strategy. 
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Appendix I -Population of study 
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Fund managers 

1. African Alliance Kenya Limited 

2. AIG Global Investment Company (EA) Limited 

3 CFC Financial Services Limited 

4 Coop Trust Investment Services Limited 

5 Genesis Kenya Investment Management Limited 

6. ICEA Investment Services Limited 

- Jubilee Financial Services Limited 

8 Kenindia Asset Management Services Limited 

9 \.ladison Asset ~lanagement Services 

10. Old Mutual Asset ~lanagers (EA) Limited 

11 Old \lfutual Asset Managers (K) Limited (duplicauon with prev1ous onl~ one constdered) 

12 Stanbic Investment yfanagement Services limited 

13 Royal Insurance Asset \1anagement Services (rcgtstered in December 2004) 

Actuarial consultants 

Acruarial and Benents Consultants Lim1ted 

Alexander Forbes Financial Services (EA) Limited 

3. Aon Consulting and Actuarial Services 

4. ).auman Associates Consultmg -\cruaries 

5 :-.me Africa Limited 

6 Watson Wyatt Limited 

7. William M Mercer Limited 

7 ... 



Appendix 2 - Questionnaire distributed to fund managers 

and actuarial consultants 
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Questionnaire for fund managers 

Part A - Background 

Name of Company 
~arne of Respondent 
Designation 
Date 

., 

.. 

.) 

How many retirement benefit schemes do you manage? 

- Defined Benefit 
- Defined Contribution 

- Others, specify 

Please indicate the proportion of defined benefit schemes that are provident funds 

- 0-30 schemes ......... . 

- 30 - 60 schemes ..................... . 

- 60 - 90 schemes 
- 90 schemes or more 

Please indicate the number of technical employees that you have 

4 Of these employees, please indicate how many have the following professional 

qualifications or are currently pursuing these qualifications? 

- First degree 
- Second deQfee 
- Chartered Financial Analyst~ 
- Others. specify 

5 Please indicate the range in which the size of your current aggregate asset portfolio lies 

- KShs 0 - KShs 50m ........ . 

- KShs 50m- KShs 200m ..................... . 

- KShs 200m - KShs SOOm ................... . 

- Over KShs 500m ..................... . 

6 Please provide as a % of the total portfolio the we•ghted breakdown of the current 

aggregate asset portfolio? 
- KShs 0 - KShs 50m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

{, 

- KShs 50m- KShs 200m .... ... .. ... ...... . ... % 

- KShs 200m- KShs 500m ...... .......... .. . 
0

'o 

-Over KShs 500m ................... . % 

7 What is the breakdown of your current asset allocation as a % of the total assets? 

- Property .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . % 

- Fixed income securities .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . % 

-Equities (quoted and unquoted) ..... ............. .% 

- Cash and demand deposits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. % 

- Offshore investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % 

- Others, specify . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .% 
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8 

9 

10 

What proportion of retirement benefit schemes that you manage hold regular (quarterly 

or more frequent) meetings? 
-0-30% 
- 300/o - 60% 
-60% - 100% 

In most cases, is your investment report presented to the Trustees by 

-Yourself as the fund manager 

- Scheme administrator 
-Advisory committee set by Trustees 

- Other (specify) 

Do you feel the trustees make adequate use of the information you provide 10 your 

quarterly repon'> 
-Yes 
- No 

ll lf).;o. kindly suggest why you feel th1s is the case? 

Pan 8 - Study 

l2 In your own words. kindly describe asset liability matchmg and what it l!ntails 

......... . ................................................................ 

.. .... ... .... ... . .... . .. ..... ............... .. ............................ ··········· ............... . 

l3 Do ·,ou have the techmca1 capability required for asset liability matching . 

-Yes 

1.:1 Of the technical aspects. for 
makmg investment decisions 

- Tim~ investment horizon 
- Present value of assets 
- \-laturity value of assets 
- Duration of assets 

eacn scheme. do you determine the following berore 

I 5 Are you familiar with the concept of bond immunisation? 

-Yes .. .............. .. ... . 

- ~0 ..................... . 

16 If yes. is immunisation in your opimon an asset liability mal> .. hing strategy'> 

-Yes .... ......... ..... .. . 
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17 IfNo, kindly explain why you feel this way? 

............................. ..... ............................ ................. ...... ... . ............... . ...... ······ ... · -··· 

.......... .. .. .. ........................................ ··· ·· ·· ·· ········· ······ ... ...... ······ ... ······ .... . 

............... ...... ... ... ... .. .. .. ......... . .................. . .. . .... ...... ····· · . ... ... .. ·· ···· ·· · ... ·· ······ 

18 To what extent do you consider the Liability profile of the Scheme in making investment 

decisions 
-None, your role is to invest assets 

- Little depending on trustees request 

- Slightly more by referring to actuarial report 

- A lot and on-going basis by working closely 

with the Scheme Actuary and Trustees 

19 Whtch of the following defines your relationship with the Scheme Actuarv? 

- )..o consultation 

- Rarely consult and usually know the actuarial ... . .... . 

findings during the Trustees meeting 

- Consult when circumstances dictate need for 

actuarial input such as on conversion 

-Consult o n an on-going basis 

20 Do you fed it 1s use ul to consult with the Scheme Actuary·} 

:t 

....... 

- Y~s 
..... 

- ~0 

lf\es .• -.hich or these areas do you fee! their im.ol' emt!nt \\Ould be usefui 

- Setting investment objectives and nsk tolerance 

- Determinin:! stratehric asset allocat1on 

- E• aluarion "'f .nvestment performance 

- Other ( spectfy) 

ln your opinion. is there scope ior asset .ability matcntng tor ;e!iremem benetit schemes 

in Kenva? 
- 'res 
- "No 

::.3 What challenges do you foresee in arising 1f asset liability matchin:! or (immunisation) 

was to be practiced m Kenya? 

~4 Please provtde any other comments you find relevant to the study. 



Questionnaire for actuarial consultants 

Part A- Background 

Name of Company 
Name of Respondent 
Designation 

... ·-···· ........................................................
.................. . 

....................................................................
..................... ....... 

................................................................
.......... . ............ 

Date ......................... -····· ....................... .. ......... --···· ........ . 

How many retirement benefit schemes do you advise? 

- Defined Benefit 

- Defined Contribution 

- Others, specify 

Please indicate the proponion of defined benefit schemes that are provident funds 

- 0 - 30 schemes 

- 30-60 schemes 

- 60 - 90 schemes 

-oo schemes or more 

3 Please indicate the proponion of definea contributiOn schemes that are pension schemes 

6 

- 0 - 30 schemes ....... . 

- 30-60 schemes 

- 60 - 90 scheme:; 

- 90 schemes or more 

Please mdicate the '1umber or' Iechnical employees that you :1ave J 

Of these employees. please indicate now many have the following 

qualiticaticns o r are currently pursuing tnese quallrications? 

- First degree 
- Second degree 
- Fellow oi Institute of ~c~uanes 

- Others. specify 

professional 

[n your opinion. do the Trustees andJor sponsoring emplovers raise imponant issues 

affectmg the Scheme liabilities V<~Ith you before makmg decisions' 

-Yes 
- "\io 

7 How and how do they raise these issues? 

- Immediately they arise 

- During the quarterly meetmgs 

- At subsequent actuarial valuations 

- When things go bad 

How often are you present at the quanerly trustees meetings? 

- Every quaner 

- Rarely when there is need 

-Never 

-q 



9 In most cases, is your investment report presented to the Trustees by: 

- Yourself as the Scheme Actuary ..................... . 

- Scheme administrator 

- Advisory committee set by Trustees 

-Other (specify) 

........................ 

...... ······ ......... . 

10 Do you feel the trustees attach 

r~ommendations you make? 

-Yes 

adequate importance to the actuarial report and 

- No 

II If'\o, kindly suggest why you feel this is the case? 

.... .............. .. ..... ... ............. ..... ····· ················ ··· ........................... ..... . 

........ ...... ... ... ............. . . . .......... ... .... ..... ...... ...... ......... ... ....... ... ...... .... . 

Part B- Study 

1: In your own words. kindly describe asset liability matching and what it entails? 

13 Do ~ou ha've the techmcal caoability required for asset liability matching J 

-Yes ................. ·· 

- ~0 
.......... . 

14 Of the technical aspects. for each scneme. do you determine he following before 

making in\lestmem decistons 

- Time. planning honzon 

- Present \.alue ofliabiliues 

- ~laturity value of liabilities 

-Duration ofliabilities 

- Risk pro tile of the scheme 

15 Are you familiar with the concept of bond immunisation? 

-Yes 
.... . . .. .. .. . 

- ~0 

16 If yes. is immunisation in your opinion an asset liability matching strategy'> 

-Yes .......... . 

- ~0 
••.. . • . . .•... •..... 
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17 lfNo, kindly explain why you feel this way? 

.. . ... . .. ..... . ... ..... .. ......................... . ............... ......... .. .. .... ......... .. ..... . ................... .............. . .. . 

............ ............ ......... ... . .............. ............. ................... ................ ......... . ............... .... .... . .......... . 

................... . .. ... ....... . .............. ............. .. ......... ........ .. ...... ········· ............... . ................... ········ 

18 To w~at .exten~ do. you consider the investment profile of the Scheme in carrying out 

actuanalmvestlgattons 

- None, your role is to value the liabilities based ... . ..... ... __ ...... _. 

on assumptions 
- Little depending on trustees request 

- Slightly more by referring to quarterly reports 

- A lot and on-going basis by working closely .. ............ . ...... . 

with the fund manager and Trustees 

19 Which of the fo llowing defi nes your relationship with the fu nd manager? 

- No consultation 

- Rarely consult and usually know the investment ................. _ .. . 

performance and issues during the Trustees 

meeting 
- Consult when circumstances dictate need for 

fund manager· s input such as on conversion 

- Consult on an on-going basis 

'20 Do you feel it is useful to consult with the fund managers'> 

-Yes 
- '-.o 

'21 lf yes. -which of these areas do vou .eel our involvement would be useful" Please 

explain) 

...... 

.., .... 
--> 

In your opinion. is there scope tor asset liability matching tor retirement benetit schemes 

in Kenya? 
-Yes 

What challenges do you foresee in arising if asset liability matching or (immunisation) 

-was to be practiced in Kenya? 

~~ Please provide any other comments you find relevant to the study. 

&I 



Appendix 3- Summary of data obtained from survey 
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AVERAGES MJteER OF EMPLOYEES PER RRM 

Fund Manager Responct.nt F1nn Total Total 

1 2 3 4 15 I Awrage ~ 

iht~ 7 0 5 7 4 7 soo 5_oo 

IICQIJ1 dearee 1 0 I 0 4 2 1.33 2.00 

I~ exam 2 0 0 2 1 7 200 2..00 

ICIIIS 10 0 6 9 9 16 

9 

Actulrlal Consutt.nt R Finn Total Total 

1 2 3 4 5 Avera_lle Average 

tlnlde9'M 4 2 3 3 11 460 500 

S«aad~ 1 0 0 0 3 0.80 1.00 

lon:tessma~ exam 4 5 I 1 3 2.80 3.00 

9 7 4 4 17 

9 

AVERAGES WElGHTCD BY TOTAl NUMBER OF EMPlOYEES PER F1RM 

Fund Manaow Rnponc:Mnt Finn Total Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Av.rage Av.'!\le 

In oeqree 70 0 301 63 36 112 6.22 700 

lsecotld Cle<!ree 10 0 6 0 36 32 168 2..00 

I 20 0 0 18 9 112 318 400 

exam 

100 0 36 81 81 256 

Actuarial Consultant Res~ent Finn Total Total 

1 2 31 4 sl ~ Av~ 

first de<lfee 36 14 12! 12 187
1 

6.37 -oo 

second degree 9 0 ol 0 s1L 1.46 2.00 

[protessiOOal exam 36 35 ·' 4 511 317 400 

81 49 t61 16 2891 
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AVERAGES TOTAL PORTFOUO DISTRIBUTION 

%total portfolio as weighted Fund Manager Respondent Finn 

~~nofcunenta~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 

K Shs Om • K Shs 50m 30% 0% 5% 15% 3% 0% 

K Shs 50m • K Shs 200m 55% 0% 30% 20% 15% Oo/o 

K Shs 200m - K Shs 500m 13% 0% 25% 60% 36% 0% 

K Shs SOOm and above 2% 0% 40% 5% 46% 100% 

100% 0% 100% 100~o 100% 100% 

AVERAGES TOTAL PORTFOUO DISTRIBUTJON (HAVJNG ADJUSTED FOR F1RM 2) 

~ total portfolio as w.ighted Fund Manager Respondent Finn 

breakdown of current liSSets 1 2 3 4 51 6 

K Shs Om - K Shs 50m 30""o 25% 5% 15% 3%1 0% 

K Shs SOm - K Shs 200m 55% 25% 30% 20% 15%1 0%1 

K Shs 200m - K Shs 500m 13°/o 25".{. 25% 60% 36%1 0"{, 

K Shs 500m and above 2*'o 25% 40% 5%1 460{,1 100% 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100~~ 100°{. 

Size of Agg~ne Porfolio 

Size of aggregate 
Fund Manager Respondent Finn 

asset portfolio 1 2 3 4 5 6 

K Shs Om - K Shs 50m 

K Shs SOm • K Shs 200m 50 .00 

K Shs 200m - K Shs SOOm 
200.00 200.00 

K Shs soom and above 500.00 500.00 500.00 
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Fund lhnager Respondent Finn Total R8A 

1 2 3 4 s s Avetaoe GukMIInes 

'- 15.0% 7.0'JI. 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 200% 10.3% 300% 

lildllallne-..._ .. _.. ....... _. 60.0% 650% 40.0'JI. 65.0% 75.5'!1. 35.0% 568'!1. 85.0% 

IIQUIIill--- 8.0% 14.()4)1, 300% 25.0% 195% 150% 18.6% 75.0% 

k:atr.llld del-.! d!ooSIII 110% 8.0% 5()4)1, 5.0% 2.0% 150% 87'!1. 5.00C, 

offshore lnvesments 00% 3.0% 5.0% 5.0% 30% 150% 52"1. 15.0% 

~ 00% 30% 00% 00% 00% 00% 05'!1. 5.0% 

- 1000% 100.0% 1000% 100.0% 1000% 100.0% 100.0% 

Actuarial Consuttam Resoonden Flnn J Total 

1 2 3 4 5 I Avereoe 

l~me~eene • 2 3 3 11 I 460 

r_degrft 1 0 0 0 3 l 080 

I exam 4 5 1 1 3 I 290 

9 7 4 • 17 

9 

AVERAGES WBGHT£D BY TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPf.OY£ES PER FIRM 

Fund Manager ResDOildent Flnn Total 

1 2 3 4 5 ' Averaqo 

hdeoree 0.15 007 0.2 0 0 02 010 

Seccrld~ 0.17 008 005 005 002 015 009 I 

[protii$SIONII exam 0 0.03 0.05 005 0.03 015 0.05 

0321 0.18 03 01 005 0~ 

Actuarial Consullant Respondent Finn Total 

1 2 3 4 51 A-e 

ftrsldeoree :Ja ,. 12 12 tad 637 

second degree 9 0 0 0 51 I 146 

exam :Ja l C 4 4 511 317 

81 491 16 16 2891 
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Food M~R~~mA~ Total 

1 2 3 .. 5 6 Average 

0~ 0% 0'% 0% 0% 0'% 0% -
~-SO'Jio 0'% 0% 0% 0% 0'% 0% -

~-100% 10~ 100% 100% 100% 100'% 95% 99% 

il)lljS 1 1 1 1 1 095 

AUMcflnce by Fund Ia~ 

Fund Manaqer Respondent Fl~ Totlll 

Report is present~ by 1 2 3 .. 5 sl Average 

Yourself as Fund Manaqer 100'!1o 100'% 10Mio 100"- 10Mio 100% 1000' 

SdleMe ,l,dm1Nstr3101 ~ ~~ 0~ 0% O"'o 0% ()0~ 

Adllisorv COOliT\Inee 0~ 0% o•\ O"'o 0% O"lo ~~ 

Other 0'% 0'% 0% 0% 0% 00'· 0"' 

IOQIS 1 1 1 1 1 , 

Oo TIUStlleS mate adequate use of the ,nfotmatlon proVIded? 

Fund Manager Respondent Fl~ Totlll ,, 
2 3 .. I 5 6 Averaqe 

Yes 100%1 100% 100% 100"-1 100% 100% 100 .. 

No 
QO!ol 0% 0~ o"'ol o%1 O"• 0% 

tola.S 

,, 
1 1 11 1 1 
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Actua~l Consultant RIISDOndent Firm Toea I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Average 

~es 1 1 0 1 1 10'J!o 

[ .. 0 1 1 0 0 30% 

- 1 1 1 1 1 0 1~ 

Actuarial COMU!tilnt F"ln'ft Total 

1 2 3 4 5 Averaqe 

l.,.........lheotanse 0 0 0 0 0 0"4 

lo.ma 1he quartef1V meellnQ 1 0 0 ) 0 20"'. 

Pl.~ ac:tu.naillaluaiOnS 0 1 0 1 0 4() ... 

""'*' b1QS IJO b.t 
0 0 1 I) 1 40% 

- 1 1 1 1 1 0 1()()0', 

Actuanill Cansult4ont Responden F"mn I Total I 

1 21 3 • sl I Alleraqe 

e_.,_ 1 <!I_ 0 I) ol I 20'-" 

1Ban~Y -n !here •s need 0 .I 0 1 .I ! 60'!1. 

!Never I) ol 1 0 ol I 2~ 

..... 1 .I 1 I ,I ol 100% 

Actuarial Consult4ont Resoondent F"m'l'l Toul 

Reoort ;,. oresenled by 1 2 3 " 5 Avent!le 

YCU'RII as Ac:uanal ConsUtanl 0 I 0 0 0 20"4. 

Sdwme Adr1wlislralor 0 0 1 1 I ~ 

lAdvlso<v Corrmttee 0 0 0 0 0' 

OflM 
1 0 0 0 0 ~0"4 

w.-. 1 I 1 1 1 0 100% 

Acluaml Conaullant Responclen Fitm Total 

1 2 3 4 5 Average 

/v~• 1 1 0 0 0 4()"4o 

/No 0 0 1 I I 60'Jii 
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,.... 

Fund Ma~espondent Ann Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Average 

~es 100 0.50 1.00 1 1 1 92". 

rNo 0.50 8"~ 

~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 100% 

Technk:.IJ aspects of as:set profile analySed prior to ciec&ion making 

Fund MaMgefRespondent Finn Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 Averaqe 

I 
tunet Investment honzon , I 1 1 1 1 83'~ 

. Pfe54111t •alue of assetS 1 1 1 1 1 1 100% 

lmarumy value of assets 1 1 1 1 ! 83% 

ldurauon of assets 1 1 I 1 87% 

FutWN wrth c:oncept of bond lmmun!Rflon 

l Fund Manaqet'Respondent Finn I Total 

I 1 2 3 4 sl 61 Averaqe 

lves I 1.00 1.00 100 1 11 
,, 

100•'• 

lNo I I I 0% 

Is 1mmmumSlltlon an asset li<lbllty marc:htnq stratagy? 

Fund MaMgerftesp<~ndent Finn I Total ,, 
2 3 41 sl sl Average 

Yes 100. 100 100 ,I I ,, 
83~ 

No I I ,, I m~ 
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Actuarilll ConsubntRapondenl Firm Tout Total 

1 2 3 ~ 5 • Averago AveRQe 

,..... ~..,... f'onZ:on 001. 83'_!': 

~ ....... of~ 1 1 1 1 1 '00"\ 1()()"& 

lmal.lliV.,.... oll.-s 1 
, 1 I flO"', ~ .... 

<U'aiiDil ol llaboiMs 1 1 - 157% 

-~ 
1 I 1 ~ I 

Actuolori3l C4MuttantResponden Arm Total 

,I 2 3 ~ 5 • A....aqe 

1, .. I 1 JO 100 1 1 ~ 

~ ·lo 10cd I :01\ 

ls_ .. _.....,._'-'0--w" 
Ac:tuanal ConsullantRespon.,_ Flrm J Total 

1 21 3 .I 5 •I A..,..~ 

i~- 100 I 100 rl 1 I -
!No 100 I I J ~ 
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-dlluoh•Ant 

Actuarial Consu~ntResPOO<Ient Finn Total 

1 2 3 4 5 tl Averaqe 

lltlil1g twestmel1l objediYes 
.,.s !lilt tolerroce 1 1 , , , 83% 

3Ssel alocalion 1 , 33% 

~ d iiMSiment oertarmance 1 I 33% 

.... I 0% 
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